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COLWICK COUNTRY PARK NOTTINGHAM

CHASE & STATUS (DJ) ⁄⁄ KANO
SIGMA (DJ) ⁄⁄ WILEY: GODFATHER

GROOVE ARMADA (DJ) ⁄⁄ PATRICK TOPPING
WILKINSON (DJ) ⁄⁄ DUSKY ⁄⁄ BUGZY MALONE

NOISIA (DJ) ⁄⁄ KURUPT FM ⁄⁄ DAVID RODIGAN ⁄⁄ SHY FX
KÖLSCH (DJ) ⁄⁄ HEIDI ⁄⁄ SG LEWIS (DJ)
JAX JONES ⁄⁄ CAMO & KROOKED ⁄⁄ AJ TRACEY
TQD (ROYAL T, DJ Q, FLAVA D) ⁄⁄ REDLIGHT
67 ⁄⁄ SOLARDO ⁄⁄ BONDAX ⁄⁄ OCEAN WISDOM

FRICTION ⁄⁄ DENIS SULTA ⁄⁄ GHETTS ⁄⁄ DJ ZINC
DIGITAL MYSTIKZ (MALA & COKI) ⁄⁄ GENERAL LEVY
CHRIS LORENZO ⁄⁄ METRIK ⁄⁄ HYPE B2B HAZARD ⁄⁄ HOLY GOOF

MS BANKS ⁄⁄ DENNEY ⁄⁄ KILLBOX ⁄⁄ ARTFUL DODGER ⁄⁄ DIMENSION
CONGO NATTY ⁄⁄ ICARUS ⁄⁄ DBRIDGE ⁄⁄ SKEPSIS ⁄⁄ MEFJUS ⁄⁄ CONDUCTA

SASASAS ⁄⁄ THE PROTOTYPES ⁄⁄ 1991 ⁄⁄ ALIX PEREZ B2B SKEPTICAL W/ SP:MC
IVY LAB ⁄⁄ KASRA B2B EMPEROR ⁄⁄ THE HEATWAVE: HOT WUK
SIR SPYRO B2B SPOOKY B2B CHIMPO & KILLA P ⁄⁄ LENZMAN ⁄⁄ BASSBOY

SCORZAYZEE ⁄⁄ CADENZA ⁄⁄ KENNY KEN (JUNGLE SET) ⁄⁄ NOTION ⁄⁄ NEW YORK TRANSIT AUTHORITY
PRESIDENT T ⁄⁄ FINE ART ⁄⁄ MR VIRGO ⁄⁄ DARKZY ⁄⁄ YOUNGSTA ⁄⁄ N-TYPE (DUBPLATE SET)
JAMZ SUPERNOVA ⁄⁄ SCRATCHY ⁄⁄ KLOSE ONE ⁄⁄ DEL-30 ⁄⁄ CONGI ⁄⁄ ED:IT
FOR 2 DAYS THIS SUMMER WE’RE BRINGING OVER 85 OF OUR FAVOURITE ACTS AND 12,000 OF YOU, TO
AN ISLAND IN THE MIDDLE OF NOTTINGHAM’S OLDEST COUNTRY PARK FOR OUR BIGGEST PARTY YET
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dedicating six whole pages of
this issue to our favourite bean.
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featured
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clouds and Grecian urns, the voice
of poetry is heard through so much
of popular culture that even those of
you who are in the middle of turning
your nose up will be sold. Check out
our feature on some of the festival’s
players, our picks, and an interview
about the language of the pits.
One man who is dead good with his
words is Scorzayzee. He made his
big comeback last year, and instead
of taking another whacking great
hiatus, he’s back with a new EP.
We caught up with him to get the
lowdown on his work and mindset.
And there you have it. I’m off to
skip through a meadow, pet a
lamb, play with a Slinky, or do
something equally spring-like. Enjoy
responsibly, you lovely lot.
Ali Emm
ali@leftlion.co.uk
z

LP Mills
A journalist, novelist, poet, and artist, LP Mills is
Nottingham born and bred. Inspired by Terry Pratchett,
Stephen King, and anyone who can hold a pen, Mills
became a writer when he realised how hard it is to
become a doctor. Since then, Mills has written for a
number of papers and publications, including The Great
British Write-Off and The Canterbury Times.
Mills managed to fumble his way through the world
of poetry and literature before becoming the Deputy
Literature Editor for LeftLion. When he’s not wading
through review copies or interviewing authors, Mills
can usually be found reading, eating a startling amount
of biscuits, or playing Dungeons and Dragons. He
currently lives here in Nottingham with his dog Popp,
who is one part dachshund and two parts weird,
furry muse.

LeftLion magazine has an estimated readership of 40,000 and is distributed to over 350 venues across the city of Nottingham. If your
venue isn’t one of them, or you’d like to advertise, contact Ash on 0115 9240476, email ash@leftlion.co.uk or visit leftlion.co.uk/rates
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We delve a little deeper into the history of our city’s streets to give you the tales they’d never have taught you at school…
Tig Guocobauc (House of Caves)
The reign of King Alfred the Great (871- 99) is among
the most stirring periods of English history. It saw
the kingdom of Wessex taken from the brink of Viking
conquest to the threshold of an undertaking that
eventually led to the political unification of England. It is
a story of enduring personal interest, for Alfred himself
emerges as a man who had overcome considerable
difficulties in effecting the survival of his kingdom, and
whose practical intelligence and vision contributed both
materially and spiritually to the future prosperity of his
country. But what ties King Alf to our fair city?
Asser (died c909) was a Welsh monk from St David’s,
Dyfed, who became Bishop of Sherborne in the 890s. In
about 885, he was asked by Alfred the Great to leave St
David’s and join the circle of learned men. Alfred held
a high opinion of the value of learning, and recruited
men from around Britain and from continental Europe
to establish a scholarly centre at his court. In 893, Asser
wrote a biography of Alfred entitled The Life of King
Alfred. The work, which is less than 20,000 words long, is
one of the most important sources on Alfred the Great.
In The Life of King Alfred there are several mentions
of Nottingham. Quite surprisingly, Asser refers to
Nottingham by its old British title, Tig Guocobauc,
although it’s been suggested that it might be due to
him writing it more for a Welsh than English audience.
Indeed it was argued that Asser intended his biography
to “reassure the Welsh that they had submitted
themselves to a wise, just, effective and Christian King”
(Keynes and Lapidge, 1983).

words: Joe Earp
illustration: Eva Brudenell

Below is the full extract of the reference to Nottingham
from Asser’s Life of King Alfred:
“In the same year the Viking army left Northumbria (868),
came to Mercia and reached Nottingham (which is called

ADVERTISING
SECTIONED

words: Wayne Burrows

Local adverts ripped from the pages of history…
Wine, Dine and Dance (The Parkside Club, c.1964)

I think we can all agree that this mid-sixties advert
for the Parkside Club, which ran at number 11
Station Street well into the seventies, is something
to behold. In an age when the city's post-pub
closing time entertainment options would have
been somewhat limited, it's not surprising that this
extraordinary combination of High Victorian brothel
and Mayfair Gentleman's Club decor, offering food,
booze, gambling and big name acts until 2am,
became the success it did.
Stories about the club's heyday are many, though
tales of the Krays drinking here, when East End
gangsters tried to muscle in on the city's action,
vary from teller to teller, and sometimes feature
their notorious rivals, the Richardsons, instead.
Whatever the truth of those stories might be, most
feature stopovers at the Parkside Club, and our
fair city does figure in that saga regardless. It was
Nottingham-born detective Leonard “Nipper” Read
who finally brought the Krays to book – and got
played by Christopher Eccleston doing just that in
the 2011 film, Legend.
Criminal shenanigans might add a frisson of the
Roadhouse and Pink Room of Twin Peaks fame to
the interior, somewhere Julee Cruise might rock up
to sing Falling once in a while, but the reality of its
entertainment roster was equally impressive.
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Among the acts who caught the train up from
London to perform among the red curtains and
banquette seating were legendary Irish stand-up
comic Dave Allen and the world's greatest crap
magician, Tommy Cooper.
The Parkside's finest hour came in 1967, when
Richard Burton and Elizabeth Taylor enjoyed its
hospitality after the regional premiere of their film
adaptation of Marlowe's Doctor Faustus at the (by
then reputedly slightly seedy) Moulin Rouge cinema
on Milton Street. Directed by and starring Burton
in the title role, with Taylor as Helen of Troy in a
variety of Cleopatra cast-offs and silver wigs, the
production also had a script by world-renowned
Chaucer scholar, Nevill Coghill.
On paper, Doctor Faustus ought to have been
respectable enough, but things don't seem to have
worked out that way. If the trailer is anything to go
by, it's both much worse, and a lot more fun, than
those credentials suggest. Burton chews his way
through the sort of hammy horror scenery more
often stalked by Vincent Price and budgets stretch
to hosts of extras representing the seven deadly
sins, with an inevitable emphasis on lust. Perhaps
what it really needed was a part for Oliver Reed and
Ken Russell in the director's chair. Imagine what a
night that could have made.

Tig Guocobauc in Welsh, or Speluncarrum Domus [house
of caves] in Latin), and they spent the winter that year
in the same place. Immediately upon their arrival there,
Burgred, King of the Mercians, and all the leading men of
that people sent messages to Æthelred, King of the West
Saxons, and to his brother Alfred, humbly requesting
that they help them, so that they would be able to fight
against the Viking army; they obtained this easily. For
the brothers, promptly fulfilling their promise, gathered
an immense army from every part of their kingdom, went
to Mercia and arrived at Nottingham, single-mindedly
seeking battle. But since the Vikings, protected by the
defences of the stronghold, refused to give battle, and
since the Christians were unable to breach the wall, peace
was established between the Mercians and the Vikings,
and the two brothers, Æthelred and Alfred, returned
home with their forces.”
Nottingham (Snotengaham) signifies literally the
‘ham’ (settlement) of the people of a person called Snot.
Nottingham was renowned for its ancient cave dwellings
and Tig Guocobauc does mean precisely ‘cavy house’ in
old Welsh. There is no obvious reason, however, why the
Welsh should have had a special name for Nottingham,
and it may perhaps have been Asser’s invention, based
on his own knowledge of the place, or alternatively
he was told about the caves in Nottingham. Asser’s
work also proves that there were certainly caves in
Nottingham around the time of Alfred in the ninth
century. It also proves that just because archaeologically
the caves can only be dated to the thirteenth century,
this does not mean they date to this time, and are
certainly older than the Norman Conquest (1066).
For more on Nottingham history, check out the
Nottingham Hidden History website.
nottinghamhiddenhistoryteam.wordpress.com

WHAT NOTTS
Find out what’s been going off around and about the city over the past month...
BOB MARLEY
Most of the the time when you lot bell
our line, you’re having a go cos we called
your gardening club ‘relatively unknown’
or tipping us off about repeat dog poo
offenders. This month, however, we got a
call from a delightful chap who informed us
that Bob Marley played his first ever UK gig
here in Nottingham. Ever the discerning
journalists, we double checked his story
(went on the Bob Marley website) and
yes, it’s true. The first stop on Mr Marley’s
premiere UK tour was the Coleman Club,
now Jongleurs. He was scheduled to play
the first date in Peckham, back in 1973,
but our Bob’s ganja-filled promo material
irked the club owner. He took ‘em down
and Bob weren’t happy, deciding to take
his talents somewhere they would be more
appreciated. And where can you find a
bigger bunch of boys and girls not opposed
to bunning a fat zoot? Nottingham! So it
came to pass that the legendary Bob Marley
gifted us his first British gig. Thanks Bob,
and thanks clued-up caller for passing on
the knowledge.

STORM DORIS DAY
Well, our Dotty didn’t half have a bag on her
last month, didn’t she?! She were knocking
down trees left, right and centre, made
damn sure no one was getting on a train,
and forced Sherwood Forest Visitor Centre
and the Bingham market to close. Luckily
she tired hersen out pretty quickly and
packed up shop. Next up is her mate Ewan,
and we’re not sure we wanna find out what
he’s sayin...
“999 WHAT’S YOUR EMERGENCY?”
“Ey up, duck. Yeah, me lad’s been sat in
front o’ laptop all night. His peepers have
gone all square and I’m dead worried he’s
not gonna gerrup for school in the mornin’.
Can yer send someone round?” No, this is
not a joke. This is a genuine request from
one hapless parent to the Nottinghamshire
police force. Put your own kids to bed and
leave the coppers to their actual job. You
know, keeping the city safe and free from
actual crime.

POUNDS IN PARSNIPS
Richard Scothern has paid his dues when it
comes to looking for bits of metal under the
earth. But 45 years of hard detective work
has paid off as Mr Scothern found a rare
penny from the Viking-era in a parsnip field
near Newark. The piece of silver is said to
be almost 1,100 years old and is expected
to reach between £10,000 and £15,000 at
auction. You’ll have a lorra coin to look at
now, our Rich.

SPARE TIME IN PRISON
Paddy Tipping has got a little favour to ask.
Not a big thing, just summat you can do in
your down time. You up for it? Sound. So
basically, Mr Tipping needs you to pop into
prison, mix and blend with men and women
who have been arrested, and keep an eye
out for any untoward behaviour from police
staff. Jackie Nash is expecting you to give
her a bell on 0115 844 5998. Ta ducks.

SCHOOL’S OUT
We’ve all been there. You invite a couple
of mates round for a few bevs and a game
of Cluedo, and before you know it, the
whole crew plus some are piled into your
kitchen playing silly boggers with your best
glassware. Rushcliffe School feel your pain,
as a DJ workshop that was booked in their
school hall after hours, was supposed to
wrap up around 10pm, but 250 attendees
rocked up, raved out and didn’t leave till
gone 3am.

COCKLE MAN CANCER SCARE
Earlier this month, our beloved Fish
Man was attacked by a pair of absolute
deplorables, who ended up breaking his
ribs after trying to steal his children’s
charity tin. Cue blood boilover. Upon
examination from the doctors, it was
revealed that our Dave was in the early
stages of cancer. Dave told the BBC that
the robbers “have done [him] a favour”,
because he doesn’t need chemo now
they’ve caught it promptly, but we reckon
the boggers could still do with a couple of
mackerels tumped round their chops.

“And the way they get around it is they
log onto a French computer, and of course
they don’t understand English so it doesn’t
register. They’re all at it in Scotland –
they’re very clever.”
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Nottingham’s most opinionated
grocers on...
APRIL FOOLS
A few years ago there was a haberdashery shop down the
road. Their window displays were a terrible mishmash. So
we put an advert in the paper saying ‘Window Dresser Required’ with their phone number on it. They had hundreds
of phone calls.
NOTTINGHAM POETRY FESTIVAL
We know nothing about poetry – we can barely read or
write. We blame our schooling. Lots of people from the
older generation can recite their favourite poems, but we
missed out. There’s a lad in our shop who can recite Hamlet – and not just the “on my ‘ead son” lines.
TRAFFIC LIGHTS
We’d like to complain about the traffic lights outside the
Ice Stadium. When we’re driving back from the market
at 5am there’s no traffic or pedestrians at all, but we still
have to sit at red lights for ages. I reckon Nottingham has
just bought a cheap computer set and it needs upgrading.
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Girl 1: He got stabbed. But not properly
stabbed, yer know?
Girl 2: Yeah, like a little bit.
Girl 1: Yeah, but bleeding an’ that.

Tweet us @LeftLion with your #OverheardInNotts
quotes and buy the tea towel at leftlion.co.uk/shop
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Sunneh Lines

Bleddy blinding, duck.
Steve Grocock

Kissing

“Mum, pack it in and get me another
poodle. This one’s bob.”
.
Paul Dennan

Kineton Church

The daffy dills are out, fire up the barbs.
Edward Nicholson

Want to get your shots featured in this spread?
Each photographer we print receives a £10 voucher to
spend at London Camera Exchange. Simply email
your best Nottingham photos to lefteyeon@leftlion.co.uk.
Happy snapping.

City Skyline

How low can you glow?

Nottingham Streets

Never underestimate the ant
people.

Heckin’ Doggo

And it was then that the constituents
decided he would be their leader.

Sofie De Baere
Ieva Kambarovaite

London Camera Exchange is the only place to go
for new and used photography equipment with
expert advice in the city centre.
7 Pelham St, NG1 2EH, 0115 9417486
nottingham@lcegroup.co.uk
lcegroup.co.uk

Paul Dennan

Founder of the Big White Shed, a meeting place for creatives to
seek advice and trade expertise, Anne Holloway has shown us
the inner workings of her mind through the art of photography.
This month, she’s rounding up some of her favourite poetic pals
to perform as part of the Nottingham Poetry Festival. The likes
of Chris McLoughlin, Trevor Wright and Hayley Green will be
spraying similes and internal rhymes like nobody’s business
over at Debbie Bryan for your viewing pleasure. Word.
Some Poets from the Big White Shed, Wednesday 26 April, 7pm,
pay what you feel, Debbie Bryan.
bigwhiteshed.co.uk
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CONFETTI STAGE

BLACK GRAPE // BRITISH SEA POWER
PLUS LOTS MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED!
COMEDY STAGE
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WES ZAHARUK
JOLLYBOAT // STEVE ROYLE
SCOTT BENNETT
BARRY DODDS
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ACOUSTIC ROOMS STAGE

INTO THE ARK
PLUS MANY MORE
ACOUSTIC ACTS
TO BE CONFIRMED

splendourfestival.com • @splendourfest

AMBER RUN . THE GROWLERS

CHERRY GLAZERR . TOM GRENNAN . PICTURE THIS
ALASKALASKA . ALL WE ARE . ARDYN . BANFI . COSMO PYKE
CROOX . CUCKOOLANDER . EASY LIFE . FREAK . HEATERS
.
.
.
HORSE
.. THIEF KOLARS LIV DAWSON LOW ISLAND
NILU FER YANYA . OVERCOATS . PARCELS . PAREKH & SINGH
REDFACES . SONNY . SWIMMING TAPES . TEN TONNES
TENDER . THE NIGHT CAFE . VAGABON . WILLIE J HEALEY
YELLOW DAYS . YONAKA
Plus lots more still tba across multiple venues

TUE.25.APR.17

WED.26.APR.17

MON.15.MAY.17

Nottingham Sun.28.May
dottodotfestival.co.uk • alttickets.com

Cool,
Danishdesigned
glasses
should
be for
everyone
— Indy,
CrossEyes Nottingham

Single vision
£ 145
Progressive
£ 295
Book your eye exam
online: crosseyes.co.uk

CrossEyes Nottingham
32 Friar Lane
Nottingham NG1 6DQ
0115 837 5960

crosseyes.co.uk
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Rap’s Robin Hood is back with
new EP Illa Scorz, and a ton of new
merch designed by his eleven-yearold son to boot. We caught up with
Scorzayzee for the lowdown on
his latest release, plus the burning
question of who’d win in a fight
between the most famous fast
food’s mascots…

Your Aeon: Peace to the
Puzzle hasn’t left my car
since its release – dope
album. What’s the story
behind the title?
Thank you. It means peace to all
the jumbled-up lyrics, sporadically
released one-off tunes and the very
scattered nature of all my past works. In the past,
I released songs in a very unofficial way that sometimes
made them hard to come by – the final piece was an
acknowledgement to the scarcity of the past work, and a
final piece in the puzzle.
Now you’re back with the new Illa Scorz EP. How
did writing this compare to your first release after
the hiatus?
There was less pressure with this one. It was more a
personal, self-indulgent project where I had the whole
thing planned exactly how I wanted to hear it rather than
thinking about what people liked about my music from
before, and accommodating to that particular perception I
assumed people wanted.
Every track on here has ‘illa’ incorporated into the title.
What does ‘illa’ mean to you?
The idea came from a snapback hat that my lad made for
me. My alias Scorzilla was placed on the hat where it read
‘Illa Scorz’. In hip hop, slang about being ‘dope’ or ‘sick’ has
been used for years. So the way I saw it, everybody can
relate to illness. Whether you think the world’s sick, or
tyrannical leaders are sick in the head – the world depends
on healing. It’s a layered theme, touching on topics like
medicine and Big Pharma. I used quotes from films like
Patch Adams and The Medicine Man and A Beautiful Mind
to complement the overall picture.
You’re 100% independent this time around. What’s it like
flying solo compared to working with Gangsta Music?
Gangsta Music is actually me and Gangsta Wraps, so
when I do music in the Gangsta Wraps world, we publish
it as Gangsta Music. I wanted the whole project with the
merchandise to go through my website because I want to
be able to interact with my supporters without a stranger
giving me analytics on how many downloads I’ve had or
units I’ve shifted. It might seem selfish to not have my
music on the usual streaming sites, but I tried to add value
to myself and my work rather than it being a throwaway
McDonald’s toy.
The merch for your new EP is designed by your elevenyear-old son. Is he a hip hop head too?
He’s into music but hasn’t discovered rap properly yet,

the Colonel would probably be
the toughest with his hands. I
wouldn’t jump in, I’d film it and give
the footage to LeftLion.

unless he sneaks it in when I’m not looking. He’s very
creative; plays guitar and writes his own versions of songs
he likes, writing bars to instrumentals on YouTube. He also
hates swearing, so sometimes I have to hide my tracks from
him and pretend I’m a goody two-shoes. He’s started to
buy spray cans and do a bit of graf on boards in the garden.
He’s also better at building Ikea stuff than I am. Everybody
loved the fact that he designed the cover, the t-shirts and
the hats – his teacher was amazed at parents’ evening.
You recently teamed up with Monster Sounds to release
some hip hop a cappellas that people can purchase and
integrate into their own songs…
There are ten full-song a cappellas with hooks, bridges
and backing vocals. I also did tons of two-bar phrases for
DJs who might want to scratch words or phrases on their
projects. Back in the day, when you used to get vinyl, the
a cappellas were usually put in there so DJs could do their
own versions and remixing. The great thing about royaltyfree tracks is, once you’ve purchased them, you don’t need
any permission to drop them on your projects. There are
five bonus a cappellas from Aeon: Peace To The Puzzle too,
so fans can get remixing.
Who are you listening to and what inspires you at
the moment?
I mostly listen to chilled beat tapes when I’m pottering
around doing stuff. I love podcasts too – The Boxing
Coalition, London Real, Joe Rogan and Noreaga’s Drink
Champs. I’ve also been listening to J Cole – I caught onto
him really late when people were telling me to listen to him.
My favourite track is Better Than Yours, I’ve been playing
that a lot.
The Gangsta Wraps mixtape had some hilarious visuals
and merch that pokes fun at the giants of the fast food
industry. If Ronald McDonald, the Burger King and
Colonel Sanders had a three-way wrestling match, who
would win? Would you jump in?
I think Ronald would use sneaky tactics and pull out some
mad chemicals to burn the other two. The removal of
Burger King’s mask would unveil the Queen in disguise,

The Gangsta Wraps launch night was
epic. I heard one of the many lowriders
outside Rough Trade used to belong to B Real from
Cypress Hill – is that true?
Yeah, it was a great night, we blocked off Broad Street
with a convoy of lowriders – big up Lowrider Chris and
his friends. Yes it’s true, one of them was actually B Real’s.
It was befitting that was his, as we have a Cypress Grill
Gangsta Wrap.
What are your thoughts on Nottingham’s hip hop scene?
Nottingham’s booming right now. Nearly everyone is an
artist in some way or is affiliated to an artist. You only
have to walk down Broad Street and around Hockley and
you’ll bump into a rapper, producer, artist or actor. Gangsta
Wraps have brought Redman and Method Man, Talib Kweli,
Pharoahe Monch, KRS-One, The Pharcyde and the first
hip hop show with a sit-down, three-course meal while
watching Chali 2na from Jurassic 5. I love VVV – they are
the perfect hip hop group. They can conquer the world.
What advice would you give to any new,
up-and-coming rappers?
Value yourself. Your work means more to you than it does
to people who don’t want to support you. We live in a time
where people would rather spend eighty quid on shoes that
cost six quid to make, than six quid on a project that took
six months to make. So, if selling is your goal then make a
product that appeals to the pleasure and comfort of others.
Every great artist has a story or tells a story. Nobody wants
to hear how hard you are or how many girls you can get.
What’s next for Scorzayzee after the EP?
I’m still trying to shift the EP and merch, so if that goes
well I can start something else. I’ve done tons of collabs
that will be dropping bit by bit. I think the next project
will have to be celebrating fifteen years of my track Great
Britain and getting that out on vinyl, just to collect for a
piece of history.
Anything else you’d like to say?
Meet you at the left lion. I’ll be the guy with a box of EPs
and Illa Scorz merch. Thank you if you’ve read this far and
thank you to LeftLion and Nathaniel – I appreciate you
supporting my music.
Illa Scorz EP is out now.

scorz.co.uk
leftlion.co.uk/issue88
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MEET TRÈS
SHE WORKS HER
ARSE OFF MAKING
HER INDEPENDENT
BUSINESS THE BEST
COFFEE SHOP
IN NOTTINGHAM
WIREDCAFE.CO.UK

/WIREDcafebar

Expertly Sourced, Roasted & Delivered by

LEE & FLETCHER...

Masterly Ground, Brewed and Served by

DELILAH FINE FOODS
T

Over 25 years of experience behind
every cup of coffee.

More than 80 beans to choose from,
including our very own blend
of ‘Samson’ to either drink in
or take home and enjoy.

4

Delilahﬁnefoods.co.uk
12 Victoria Street, Nottingham NG12EX
Leeandﬂetcher.co.uk

Early Edition - April 2017

The Daily Grind

THIS here rag is built on the
beans of faraway lands, ground
and filtered into brown fairy dust.
Without the stuff, we’d grind to
a halt. In fact, don’t look, talk or
gesture in our general direction
until we’ve finished our first fresh
cup o’ Joe each morning.
GOING by the sheer number of
coffee shops and houses whose
delicious smells waft across
the streets of our city, we’re not
the only ones who have a habit.
There are joints popping up left,
right and centre to sit and while
away the hours on your laptop,
with a book or friend, or grab a
cup to go.

some reverence and find out
more about how this delicious
drink is made. You can go all
meta and read all about it while
you’re supping the stuff.
WE’VE had words with some
of the finest local coffee
establishments to get some
insider knowledge and tips, and
have compiled a list of some
of the most interesting coffeerelated facts for you to wow your
mates with over a cappuccino.
NOT enough juice? Fine. Find out
which of your mates is the king
or queen of flicking the bean on
page 16. Game on.

WE thought it was high time
we took a moment to show the
beautiful bean-based beverage

leftlion.co.uk/issue88
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On a wander through town, or on your way past the
train station, you may have had a little chortle at the
witty A-boards decorating the pavements of Flying
Horse Walk and Carrington Street. These are the
siren song of 200° Coffee shops, a major player to
emerge on the Nottingham coffee scene over the last
few years, opening not one, but two cafes within a mile
of one another.
It’s difficult to ignore the cry of a proper
independent doing well in the city,
especially one with a punning game
as strong as their coffee. 200°’s efforts
haven’t been ignored – attracting the
likes of culinary wizard Sat Bains,
musical maestro Rob Green, and nearly
every bearded connoisseur in the city.
They’ve done it by donning their lattes
and flat whites with swans, fan leaves,
lion heads, and a whole lot of love.
S’also good to know that they ethically
source all their beans, dragging
them all the way from places like
the Columbian mountains and South
India, and roasting them right here
in Nottingham. After they’ve been
tended to, the master roaster gives
the caffeinated goods a taste test,
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making sure each mouthful is up
to scratch. If these owd-fashioned
methods sound like summat you want
to get involved in, look no further. The
boggers have even opened up their
own Barista School that guides you
through the processes of initial greenbean roasting, all the way through to
pouring that nectar of gods.
Good news, too. They’ve just opened
up their new 200° Roast House on
Meadow Lane. Don’t be shy ducky, pop
your bonce in.
99 Carrington Street, NG1 7FE
16 Flying Horse Walk, NG1 2HN
Heston House, Meadow Lane, NG2 3HE
200degs.com

words: Ali Emm
photos: Mike Zimorski

You might have noticed over the last year that Sneinton Market has been picked up, given a dusting down
and had a whole lotta love sprinkled over it. It’s no longer the place that time forgot and is quickly filling
up with many a creative endeavour. One of its newest residents is Blend, a coffee shop whose light, airy
environment begs you to pop in, and Stewarts of Trent Bridge, a coffee roastery right next door. We spoke
to the main men behind the business about what they’re up to…
It’s not an uncanny coincidence that a coffee shop
has opened up next to a roastery – the companies
are one and the same, but they felt a distinction
should be made. Mark, their Commercial Sales
Manager, explains why: “Stewart Falcon started
Stewarts of Trent Bridge; we respect those
roots and since his retirement we’ve spent years
building up Stewarts as a name associated with
a consistent quality and service. To throw that
out of the window would be wrong. But Blend in
itself is something that can be taken elsewhere,
and is more than just coffee.” Director, Nathan
Barton, agrees, “We wanted the space to feel like
a place to be together, as opposed to somewhere
where we talk to you endlessly about coffee and
brew methods. It’s a bit more than a coffee shop,
but we don’t know what the word is for it.”
Although it’s early days, having only opened
at the end of February, they’ve already been
the starting point for a vintage bike ride and a
Sofar Sounds. Blend’s manager, Sam Harris, is
excited about what the space has to offer. “We’ve
got the plaza outside which is so open; there
could be anything from an outdoor cinema, live
music, comedians – the possibilities are endless.”
Nathan agrees and sees it as part of the bigger
Sneinton Market community. “It’s a communal
space and the plaza can be used as a central
point. But also, how nice would it be to sit in the
sunshine watching coffee being roasted while
having a cup of the very same stuff?”
They’re not the only place you can get a cup
of the good stuff on Sneinton Market, and I
wondered what their thoughts were on that. “A
lot of them kept us going while we were doing
the work next door, so we’ve got to give them
props for the bacon cobs,” Mark quipped. It’s
true, the cafes on the market offer different
things. Blend’s food looks amazing. Thankfully
I’d already had my lunch before I popped down,
and saved myself the embarrassment of drooling
when they went through their fine fayre: grilled
cheese sandwiches with super secret cheese

blends (and punny names), gluten-free cakes,
alcohol-drenched cakes, vegan options galore,
plus soups, salads and sandwiches.

but we want to do our bit,” Mark states. “The
amount of rubbish knocking around on the
streets of Nottingham is scandalous.”

So, the humble grilled cheese sandwich is now
a thing, just ask any London hipster. Sam is very
excited about their menu. “They’re not toasties.
We wanted the stringiness, we wanted it oozing
out onto the plate. With the grilled cheese, we
wanted to get that option for vegans, and we
were intent on using a particular soy milk. It’s
super creamy, it steams really well and has a
good mouth feel. All our pastries are vegan too.
We also have cakes from Oozy Boozy Cakes; gin
and tonic cake, rum brownies. We’ve got nonalcoholic cakes too, obviously.”

As for people that would love to move on from
the tired old instant coffee in their home but are
intimidated by the myriad of coffee-brewing
products on the market, I asked them if they had
any advice for newbies to home brewing. “It’s
very simple. You dust off the cafetiere that’s
inevitably in the back of your cupboard, buy
coffee and start making coffee,” Nathan says
without pretence. “It’s one of our taglines, ‘Just
enjoy your coffee.’” Mark agrees, “Don’t be
intimidated by all the Instagram latte arts,
machines and all that. They’re nice to look at but
they can freak you out and put you off. Do I need
to spend £1,500 on this machine that I’m going to
get bored of using? No. I can grab something for
£4 from IKEA that does the job.”

Back to the coffee. They’re the only premium
coffee establishment in the area, and seeing the
roastery really does add to the experience. Sam
says that he’s already shown quite a few punters
the other side of the business. “I’ve shown people
the roaster and introduced them to Nathan or
Jackov, told them a bit about the roasting process,
given them the background of the coffee; that
uniqueness, that closeness of the roaster. It’s the
story.” Although all their beans aren’t Fairtrade,
Nathan is keen to stress that they aren’t reckless
buyers of the bean. “We have organic and
Fairtrade blends, but all our beans come from an
importer who invests in their sources of coffee
in terms of the farms they work with. There are
co-operatives in places, but it doesn’t carry the
Fairtrade trademark.”
Another hot topic at the moment is the waste
that comes from our nation’s love of grabbing
a cup of Joe on a regular basis. They’re looking
into selling reusable cups and offering discounts
to customers that use them. But they still want
to make as little impact on the environment as
possible. “We use a company called Vegware,
and everything of theirs is fully compostable.
They’re not the cheapest cups, we could easily
get cheaper cups and increase our profit margin,

Nathan, Mark, Sam and all the staff are as
down-to-earth as you can get, and although they
know their stuff and will wax lyrical about it for
hours if you ask, they seem to want to give you
what you want – coffee. “We don’t want to be a
snobby coffee space. We’ll make you a coffee that
we’ve roasted next door and gone through all the
processes to make it nice. But we won’t lecture
you on it, we won’t try and dazzle you with
different ways of making it and frown upon you if
you want syrup in it,” Nathan explains. “We need
to reclaim coffee, it’s a staple part of the day.”
Amen to that. Let’s thank the lord that Stewart
Falcon handed over his beloved business to the
right people, and they’re letting us enjoy the
seeds of the fruits of their labour.
Blend, Avenue C, Sneinton Market, NG1 1DW.
blendnottingham.co.uk
stewartscoffees.co.uk

Showcasing Nottingham's finest
c reative talent
NOTTINGHAM PLAYHOUSE
10TH MAY 2017
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WWW.YOUNGCREATIVEAWARDS.ORG

Delilah

Victoria Street

Lee & Fletcher
Basford

For a coffee that’s both sweet to taste
and easy on the purse strings, take
a stroll down Victoria Street, cos
Delilah’s your gal. Owner Sangita
Tryner opened Delilah to offer a food
and drink experience where everything
is handpicked and well sourced.
Obviously, the coffee meets their high
standards, and after working with Lee
& Fletcher for over eleven years, they’ve
created their own house blend, Samson.
A brew they describe as “a blend of
strength and body; full-bodied enough
to be used in a flat white or latte but
still holding the complexity that a coffee
guru expects from an espresso.” What
more could you ask of the humble bean?

Nottingham’s long-standing caffeine
heroes. They were considered mad
as a bag of frogs in 1992 when they
stocked eight different coffees, so
goodness knows what people think of
‘em now they have 85 different single
origin varieties. Their name might
not be instantly recognisable, but
they stock some of the city’s favourite
establishments, including Copper,
Hartley’s, Hand and Heart, The Larder
on Goosegate and Thea Caffea. They
pick single-estate coffee beans for their
Gourmet coffee range, roast their own
beans, and can even help you get the
right kit as they recommend and supply
commercial coffee equipment.

delilahfinefoods.co.uk

leeandfletcher.co.uk

Sobar

Wired

Pelham Street

Wired have drawn inspiration from
many a coffee shop, from Sydney to
East London, and they brew passion
into every cup. Alongside your morning
cup o’ Joe, you can give back to those
who need it with Wired’s suspended
coffee scheme, where you buy a coffee
for someone who can’t afford it to enjoy
later. Whether you’re an Aeropress
kinda person, or not ashamed to order
the humble cappuccino, they’ll sort you
out. You might even be lucky enough to
receive a little frothy swan on top. They
also have many an interesting evening
event, including regular supper clubs
with Notts chef, Alex Bond.
wiredcafe.co.uk

The Bean

Friar Lane

Stoney Street, Beeston

The Bean has been around since 1998,
aiming to bring good coffee to Notts –
and they’re not holding back. Fancy
some science alongside your brew?
The staff at The Bean weigh, measure,
and froth milk to a precise temperature
and produce a lovely latte out of it. As
a speciality coffee shop, they only use
beans that are the product of direct
trade; this means that the grower is
making an exceptional product and
receiving a price 25% higher than
Fairtrade rates. Not bad, not bad. Great
coffee, better pay, and everyone comes
out in a happy, more caffeinated place.

It goes without saying, there shall be no
drunken debauchery here. Set up by the
charity Double Impact as a Community
Interest Company (CIC) with support
from the Big Lottery Fund, Sobar offers
a place to socialise away from alcohol.
But the coffee more than makes up for
the lack of vino. Plus, they host a slew
of different evening events, from spoken
word to open mics, and it’s nice to know
you can have a fun evening sans pint in
hand. Plus, the caffeine will keep you
going. They make a lush cake too, but
that’s another story entirely…
doubleimpact.org.uk/cafe-sobar

Cartwheel
Low Pavement

Lovely bright interior – check. Achingly
stylish seating – check. Hipster
coffee ‘flights’ served on a cork board
– double check. Immerse yourself in
Nottingham’s hidden yellow-brick
corner coffee shop. There’s beans in
the bones of the place, as founder, Alex
Bitsios-Esposito is the son of Silvana,
who owned The Bean (see above) for
eighteen-odd years. By roasting their
coffee in house, Cartwheel coffees have
a really original flavour. Plus, they use
some right scientific contraptions to
gerrit tasting that good. There’s a huge
selection of roasts and beans, making it
a proper coffee connoisseur hot spot.
cartwheelcoffee.com

coffee-beans.co.uk

Lee Rosy’s

Malt Cross

Broad Street

St James’s Street

Fancy an escape from all this espresso?
Lee Rosy’s will sort you a proper cuppa
and rid you of those pesky coffee
shakes. They’ve got an unparalleled
selection of loose leaf teas – over 100,
to be exact – and if you really can’t do
without your caffeine fix, they’ve got
all the usual coffees on offer, too. It’s
the perfect spot for people-watching
the artsy types of Hockley, or settling
down on that coveted sofa with a book.
Wear your grandma’s favourite cardi
and stash a beaten-up copy of a George
Bernard Shaw play in your hemp bag to
truly look the part.
lee-rosy.co.uk

A place bustling with character, good
food, good vibes, good beer and, most
importantly, good coffee. Take a seat
in one of Nottingham’s oldest watering
holes and one of the UK’s only surviving
Victorian music halls. After undergoing
a redevelopment in 1997, the Malt Cross
was redeveloped as a modern music
and arts venue, thanks to £2million
of Heritage Lottery funding. They’ve
put loads into making it the space it is
today, and it’s definitely worth a visit.
And if you time it right, you could go
from sippin’ coffee one minute to cave
exploring the next. Yup, we’re in.
maltcross.com

Set up by Très and Vanessa GrettonRoche in 2014, Wired was right at
the front of Nottingham’s coffee shop
revolution. We got the lowdown on
their success...
What was the coffee scene like before you
opened Wired?
There was no coffee scene to speak of – grabbing
a coffee was a much more utilitarian experience
than it is now, dominated by the large chains.
Opening Wired was a very deliberate attempt
at bringing the coffee scene we’d experienced
in Sydney, Melbourne and East London, to
Nottingham. The desire to bring that ‘third space’
concept that we saw working so well in other
cities and just wasn’t available here.
What’s the one thing you know now that you
wish you knew when you were starting up?
How unbelievably expensive running a little
coffee shop is. You might think there’s a high
mark-up on a cup of coffee, but don’t get me
started on the overheads. I wish I’d known the
extent that Wired would take over my life. I might
have made some different decisions earlier on, but
I definitely would have still opened Wired.
What is the Wired philosophy?
Inclusive, relational, and welcoming – that’s our
philosophy in all things. Everyone should feel
comfortable and welcomed in Wired. The coffee
culture I want to be part of is seeing the customer
at the centre of the experience. You can come talk
all sorts of geekery with our impassioned baristas,
but everyone who works here has the passion
for coffee alongside a passion to ensure every
customer feels welcome and important. We see
ourselves as being part of a wider community of
independent businesses, and part of the Creative
Quarter. Creating and sustaining relationships
with our neighbours and regular customers is
incredibly important to us.
We’re all a bit more educated now when it
comes to coffee. What’s the next step?
That’s a difficult question to answer for
Nottingham. The culture that has existed for years
in London continues to grow despite the idea that
high streets can’t sustain another coffee shop.
That kind of growth has only just begun here, and
we’re seeing a whole host of different coffee offers
springing up around the city. I think there will be
the inevitable loss of some places as the market
becomes more crowded, but competition will keep
the standards high.
wiredcafe.co.uk
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John Pacey-Lowrie is the only ocularist in the whole of the Midlands. He’s spent forty years perfecting his craft, and people
travel from all over the world to be fitted with one of his handmade, acrylic prosthetic eyes. He is constantly striving to make
his prosthetics as realistic as possible and is currently at the forefront of the development of an artificial dilating pupil which
reacts to light...
What exactly is an ocularist?
It’s someone who designs, handpaints, manufactures and
fits artificial eyes or ocular prosthetic devices. That can
either be an artificial eye which fits a socket where an eye
has been removed, or a device called a scleral, or cosmetic
shell, to fit over an ugly blind eye – as is mine. There are
also different devices for lifting eyelids and dealing with
eyelid malpositions.
How much does your job vary?
Every day. Every case is different. No two people have got
the same coloured eyes. No matter where you live, your
race, creed, colour doesn’t come into it. People always say
“Ah it must be harder doing blue eyes than brown eyes.” It’s
not the case – brown eyes are just as difficult to do because
of the depth of the colour. So every job’s a challenge, every
job’s individual. We get a lot of people coming in who
have very high expectations, which of course, you would.
If you’re involved in a horrendous accident you just want
to be you, be how people remembered you. It’s very difficult,
therefore, for you to perceive what we can do and we
always make sure that’s the first line we take with
the patient.
What sort of customers do you deal with?
Unfortunately, eye disease and trauma doesn’t favour or
miss any part of the community, age group or anything
else. We do have children who are born with anophthalmia,
which is where the eye or eyes are missing. Microphthalmia
is where the eye is underdeveloped, blind and useless,
or they have cancer of the retina which is called
retinoblastoma. Nine times out of ten, retinoblastoma
children will lose that eye or both eyes. It’s very sad. We
also get people who have been involved in road traffic
accidents or accidents at work and other traumatic injuries.
You get people coming in that might be sixty or seventy,
and you ask them how they lost an eye. A lot of it is “my
brother accidentally shot me in the eye with an arrow,”
or “a pellet from an air gun.” Some pretty horrendous
accidents. One that always makes me feel pretty sick is
a child who, like we’ve all done, was jumpin’ on the bed,
came off it and smacked her eye on the valve on the radiator.
Kaboom. Gone. I think that people generally don’t realise
just how precious their eyes and their eyesight is, which is
something I really understand because I’ve been blind in
my right eye since I was a baby. But, getting back to your
question, it’s all age groups and all sorts of people.

How much work goes into making one prosthetic?
The way we do it is in a bespoke fashion, so it’s made to
measure for the patient. It doesn’t come out of a plastic tub
and get cut to shape, which happens in some places. We
make each eye individually. You have to bear in mind that
you’re talking to a private practitioner, so that means if
you come in on Monday, you’ll have your new prosthesis on
Wednesday. I’d say it takes us three days to make an eye,
but we might see five patients a day, so we can make more
than one eye in one day.
Which part of this process is your favourite?
The artwork is my favourite practical part. My favourite
part of the whole process is to see that patient with a smile
on their face at the end, cos that’s all it is about. It’s not
me getting a kick out of thinking I’m fantastic with a paint
brush, cos I couldn’t paint a barn door. I can paint your eye
but I couldn’t do anything else.
This doesn’t seem to be a profession that you fall into.
How did you start making prosthetic eyes?
I was born with a condition in my right eye where my pupil
didn’t form properly, called a coloboma. In my eye, it’s a
full thickness coloboma, so it goes straight through all the
layers of my eye and I have no vision in that eye at all. It’s
smaller and it looks a bit disfigured. It always bothered
me as a child. I was bullied and useless at school. I left
when I was not quite sixteen, which you could do in those
days. I started the very next day as an apprentice dental
technician and hated every single minute for five years, but
I qualified very well.
I went on to do orthodontics, but then a job came up for
somebody to be an artificial eye fitter, which is the most
disgusting title you can imagine. You’re thinking there’s
some guy in a white coat, a monkey wrench and big tub of
grease... It was basically designing a prosthetic eye, but not
making it or painting it. I did that for quite a long time and
then I was fortunate enough to get a job at Moorfields eye
hospital in London. They do everything bespoke, so I was
taught to do the artwork and the manufacturing and all the
rest of it. That’s how I’ve gone on from then.
Do you do all the work here?
Nothing goes anywhere – it’s all done in-house. The patient
comes here, and when they leave, the prosthesis has been
made by me and my colleague Sean. Nothing goes out of
house. It’s very much a cottage industry, it’s an art and

it’s something that I’m determined will remain a craft. In
these days of 3D printing and super-duper photography
techniques, I see those deskilling my craft.
How much has the prosthetic eye industry changed since
you got into it?
The industry hasn’t changed much at all. The materials
have got better, they’ve got lighter in weight, shinier and
they last a bit longer. We’re more aware of clinical quality
materials so that's what we use. The biggest thing is in the
surgical techniques. Surgery has improved a lot, so perhaps
there are less people losing their eyes. That said, it’s
still 0.1% of people in all developed nations that have one
eye missing. If you get yourself down to somewhere like
Guatemala, South America, it can be up to 25% of people
that have only got one eye. That’s huge, and it’s because of
lack of adequate medical care.
Is it just people in Nottingham that you treat?
Nope, we treat people as far away as Australia. We have
three or four people that come from Australia, a couple from
New Zealand, Nigeria, Africa, Scotland, Ireland, Wales,
Europe. It’s a worldwide thing. They come here. A guy
comes from New Delhi, India, just to have his eye serviced.
So every three to four months this particular chap who
does lots of flying around the world needs to have his eye
removed, polished, resurfaced and reinserted. It takes
about twenty minutes, but he has been known to fly from
New Delhi just to have that done.
So you’ve been working on developing an artificial pupil.
How’s that going?
When we started I offered a bursary to a student at NTU.
He did a terrific job and he came up with a system called
dielectrics. That was the first idea and we got that to work
really well. It was the miniaturisation that was so difficult
because the electronic parts were very much encased in
big cases. Getting them out of that and miniaturised was a
problem. The student moved on and we decided it was too
cumbersome. Since that's happened, there are things that
have emerged like colour-changing paint. We’re looking
into whether we can use that, but I can’t tell you too much
or I’ll have to shoot you.
You can watch the interview with John Pacey-Lowrie and his
apprentice online at leftlion.co.uk.
johnpaceylowrie.com
leftlion.co.uk/issue88
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Stephen Thomas is a locally-based poet and rapper whose show Poetercize: The Poetry Game Show
will be performed as part of the Nottingham Poetry Festival. We had a chat with him about his latest
projects in preparation for this year’s festival.
Can you tell us a bit about your show Poetercize?
It involves two teams of poets going against each other in
a series of lyrical and physical challenges. It’s pretty much
the classic game show format: there are rounds, you score
points, and somebody wins. The name suggests that it’s
very poetry-based, but it also involves a lot of wordplay.
Really, it’s about our understanding of language. There are
a lot of physical elements as well – there’s a section where
they have to run around collecting words printed on fridge
magnets and write a poem in under three minutes. It’s a lot
of fun.
Are you excited for the poetry festival?
Yeah. I’m performing with Big White Shed, and there’s
going to be something new and exciting on every night. I

honestly think it has the potential to really raise the game for
Nottingham’s art community. It can be a great opportunity
to introduce new people to the scene, too – these events
can sometimes draw in the same old crowds, but there’s
definitely been an expansion recently within Nottingham’s
arts and poetry communities. The great thing about spoken
word is that it’s accessible, it can attract people from a
literary background as well as a rap background. It’s
all about getting people involved, because once they’re
involved they usually love it.
Stephen Thomas’s show Poetercize: The Poetry Game Show
will be part of Book Off, on Sunday 23 April, 4pm - 9pm,
Rough Trade.

interview: Bridie Squires
Nottingham’s Maresa MacKeith is a poet, educator, and member of the Quiet Riot collective – a group of wordsmiths who are unique in their
literary plight in that each member communicates nonverbally. We visited Maresa to find out more about creating poetry by tapping on a letter board,
what it feels like to have it voiced by a personal assistant through facilitated communication, and the Notts launch of Quiet Riot Collected...
Tell us about your first experiences of poetry…
When I was around fourteen, I had I Know Why The Caged
Bird Sings by Maya Angelou read to me. It felt like she was
talking directly to me – a voiceless girl. I think that was
when I thought, “Yes, I want to tell my story.” I wrote a lot,
not always poetry, but poetry had a music to it that I loved.
Your first poems – do they differ a lot from the kind of
thing you’re writing now?
Not in terms of the themes, subjects and experiences. I
would like to think I am better at being clearer and braver
in my poems now than I was at fourteen, but I still share old
work and it can connect.
Are there any milestones in bravery and clarity that are
particularly memorable to you?
A poem jumps to mind – it’s called The Sting. I wrote it on an
Arvon [writing residential] with Mouthy Poets, years ago. It’s
about my family, in a sense. I get nervous sharing it every
time. Not sure if I will ever not get nervous about it.
It features in Quiet Riot Collected – am I right in saying
you’re the one who instigated the anthology?
In a sense, yes. I knew most, if not all, of the group wrote
or had things to say. Also at that time, the group was
struggling to meet. Contact was difficult, so I wanted the
anthology to tie us all together.
How did the collective initially meet?
Quiet Riot is a collective of individuals who cannot
communicate verbally, so use alternative methods of
communication. We met around 2010 in Manchester, and
continue to meet when we can. Joe Whittaker helped bring
us together. He was instrumental in creating links, a venue,
agendas, and being open to what we, the members, wanted
to become.

After wiggling their toes in the water back in 2015, Nottingham Poetry Festival is back. Mixing it up with over fifty events,
there are local poets of all genres, backgrounds and disciplines, as well as workshops to get wordy in, and plenty of chances
for you to get on the mic and give it a go yersen. Plus they’ve got some national treasures popping down – in the form of
Britain’s Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy, the inimitable John Cooper Clarke, and the lyrical John Hegley. If you don’t think
poetry is your thing, think again. If you’re already a fan... well, as you were.

What kind of challenges and frustrations have you felt
both as a collective and as an individual poet?
I feel I can only speak for myself, but even the act of
accepting that once I have written a poem, to share it aloud
requires handing it to someone else – this is something that
can be a positive but also can feel like giving the poem away
to a different voice. Lately, I have thought more about venue
access to poetry nights and what I need to feel comfortable.
Can you tell us more about facilitated communication
and how it works both in the initial creation process, the
editing process, and what effect it has on your work?
I usually start with having the PA set up a dictaphone, or
recording device, to speak into. I tap away like crazy on my
board – a freewrite kind of thing. I like the word ‘splurge.’ My
PA just says each word I spell out loud, no editing or writing
down yet. We listen back and I work out the juicy bits to
write down, then they print, show me and we work through
each word, each line. It’s intricate, but very intense.
With stories of struggle in education and psychological
assessments, the anthology Quiet Riot have created
together feels like a call to arms, revolutionary…
The name is symbolic in the idea of a riot, of quiet, in the
way we cannot make a noise with our mouths. But writing?
Yes. We face struggle in being seen as unintelligent with
limited things to say, but we are loud in our collective voice.
The anthology will hopefully prove this. It’s good that you
mention the struggles in the anthology – it is not necessarily
an easy read, but it is about being honest. Things are awful
just as much as they are wonderful. We wanted to provide
the world with our stories. The pain and the progress, and
whatever response comes from that is at least discussion.

Mouthy Poets
The Lofthouse
Friday 21 April, 6pm
Free
We received some sad news last month – Nottingham’s
gobbiest poetry collective is now finished. Kaput. Nada. You
heard – Mouthy Poets has disbanded, so celebrate with the
bardy boggers one last time as a showcase of poetry from
members old and new is brought to the Poetry Festival.

Phlexx Poetry Slam
Suede
Monday 24 - Friday 28 April
Free
After originating in Chicago, poetry slams – or competitions –
have taken the world by storm. Humble Notts sees four heats
over the course of the week, all drawing to a close in the final
on the Friday. Performance is key, with some of the city’s
musicians getting in on the literary, a capella action.

Lyric Writing with Juga-Naut
City Arts
Saturday 22 April, 1.30pm
Donations
The Nottingham emcee and hip hop legend is known around
these parts for tearing up stages and cooking up tasty scoff
under his alias, Chef Jugz. This April, you can expect to have
his lyrical wisdom imparted into your brain cells during a
workshop open to everyone aged fourteen and over.

LeftLion presents Write Lion Poets
Rough Trade
Monday 24 April, 7pm
Free
We’ve pulled a few of our favourite wordsmiths who’ve
featured on these here pages, bringing their printed goods
to life, all on stage at Rough Trade. Expect the likes of Panya
Banjoko, Di Slaney, and Rory Waterman, to name a few, all
hosted by our Poetry Editor, Aly Stoneman.

Word Jam: Unity Through Diversity
Nottingham Writers Studio
Sunday 23 April, 7pm
Free for asylum seekers/£3
We’re dead proud of the multiculturalism that exists in our
citeh – and what better way to celebrate that than with an
evening of words and music from a load of different cultures
and backgrounds? There’ll be languages aplenty, all united
through a love of poetry. You can bring yer nippers, n’all.

John Lucas, Matt Welton and Andrew Taylor
Blackwells
Tuesday 25 April, 6pm
Free
John Lucas has got each one of his fingers in a wordy pie.
He’s a poet, critic, biographer, literary historian and an
anthologist. He’s also the bloke behind Shoestring Press, one
of Nottingham’s best-loved poetry publishers. He’ll be joined
by Andrew Taylor, who recently published his twelfth poetry
pamphlet, Air Vault and acclaimed poet and workshop
facilitator, Matthew Welton. Get some pearly wisdoms
imparted in yer noggin.

What has it been like working with Inclusive Solutions as
publishers?
They are two incredible humans who travel the world
educating organisations on what inclusion can be. They
were on board very quickly, but challenged us, too. They
wanted precision – what does it feel like to be us?
If there was one message or feeling you would like a
reader to take away from the anthology, what would it be?
I think simply to say our mantra: Just because we do not
talk, does not mean we have nothing to say.
What can people expect from the Nottingham launch?
It’s on the opening night of the Poetry Festival. We love
that connection. We’re sharing work from the anthology,
talks, poetry, videos – a celebratory validation almost, of
all the work put into it. We wrestled with the event being
public or private and the reality is that due to the group’s
diverse needs, opening up the space to anyone may risk the
enjoyment and comfort of our own members.
Anything else you’d like to say to LeftLion readers?
Keep reading LeftLion. Keep reading in general. And if you
would have liked to be at the launch in this city, you can
still get in touch to find out more about Quiet Riot and
future events.
Quiet Riot Collected is available to buy now
via Inclusive Solutions.
inclusive-solutions.com/blog/quiet-riot-collectedfacilitated-fables

Speech Therapy with DIY Poets
The Chameleon
Thursday 27 April, 8pm
Free (pay what you can)
Nottingham’s longest-standing poetry collective is out
in full force, bringing their delicately emotive words,
and their angry, political rants to your lug holes. Speech
Therapy – the poetry night that used to be based at Hotel
Deux – is proud to present the boggers, so get down and
grab yersen a proper DIY publication while you’re at it.
Black in the City
Edin’s Patisserie
Thursday 27 April, 7pm
£3.50
After hosting a competition for black writers in the city,
local poet and educator Panya Banjoko of Nottingham
Black Archive has curated an anthology to widen eyeballs
all round. Gerron over to Carlton Street to catch the Black
Writers Network previewing some of the poems set to be
published in the upcoming publication, Black in the City.
MudFest
Cobden Chambers
Friday 28 April, 5pm
Free
The literary badasses at Mud Press have whacked
together an illustrative zine called Woman, and it’s time to
celebrate the launch with live art, a poetry kissing booth,
music, spoken word, market stalls, the lot. You can expect
big, beautiful things from this Notts publisher.
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If you don’t know your ‘elephant’s tab’ from your ‘Monday hammer’, fear not. Seventh generation miner David
Amos and linguist Natalie Braber have all the gobbings you need to understand Pit Talk.
Miners have their own unique language. Let’s
hear some…
David: ‘Gob it’, in coal mining language, means
throw something away. Gob can have two other
meanings; mouth or to spit, but gob also refers to
the waste area behind the coalface when the
coal has been extracted – the gobbings. Sometimes
known as the gob or the goaf. Hence the term
‘gob it’.
Natalie: I really like descriptive terms. There’s a
shovel called a ‘banjo’ because of its shape, as well
as an ‘elephant’s tab’ – again this is to do with the
shape of the shovel, but it also has an element of
East Midlands language, as ‘tab’ means ‘ear’.
Another great description is for the heaviest
hammer, which some of the miners referred to as a
‘Monday hammer’, said by some to be “as popular as
Monday”, so not used if it could be avoided. Others
stated it was because if you used it on a Monday,
you would be too tired to work on a Tuesday.
So there’s some ambiguity over the usage
of words?
David: There is no universal mining language in
Britain, although most ex-miners would recognise
most general mining terms such as ‘chock’,
‘panzer’, ‘shearer’, ‘gate’, etc. In many cases, mining
language differs within regions, and in some cases
from pit to pit. Annesley and Newstead pits were
right next to each other, the return roadway from
the coalface was known as the Feeder Gate at
Annesley, at Newstead it would be the return or
supply gate. The classic example of a difference
from one mining region to another is for miners’
lunch: in the East Midlands it is universally known
as ‘snap’; in the north-east coalfield of Durham and
Northumberland it was ‘bait’; and in the Scottish
coalfields it was known as ‘piece’.
The pits were integral in helping to build
communities. Does this sense of solidarity still
exist now they’ve all been closed down?
David: The sense of solidarity in mining
communities probably only exists now in very
small pockets. Then again, this has been under
attack since the mass closures dating from the late
fifties. By 1970, most pits left open were what are
known as receiving pits, and many miners travelled
from former mining communities to work. Many
Derbyshire miners worked in the Notts coalfield in
the seventies and eighties following the closure
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of their pits in the sixties, travelling daily to work.
I think it would be fair to say that a miner in the
eighties would argue that the close knit community
wasn’t what it was in the fifties, likewise a former
miner in the twenty-first century may hark back
to the seventies and see a different sense of
community from what exists know.
Natalie: Now the mines have all closed this sense
of community has been endangered – many men
and families have had to leave the village or region
for employment. But in the past there would have
been a strong sense of community – this was also
the case for miners who moved in large numbers
when their mines closed down. For example, when
I first visited Thringstone, I noticed that the Miners’
Welfare was called The Rangers Club. Coming
from Glasgow myself, there is an obvious
association, but I didn’t realise that the social
club was given this name for the large number of
Scottish miners who had moved down to the region
to work in the mine.

Language is often forgotten
but is a crucial part of our identity.
What defines mining culture for you?
David: Having the craic was a major issue. It
involved quick-witted responses to insults,
constant leg pulling, the use of humiliation, all
being used as a form of character building. When
you were made to look an idiot in a debate down
the pit, the idea was not to threaten someone with
violence or sulk off, but to come back with a better
argument the next time. There was a distinct
identity with work in coal mining which is perhaps
not the same nowadays. Not only did you learn a
trade, but you also learned the unwritten rules of
life – the difference between wanting and needing
something, cutting the cloth accordingly etc. One
thing I think we have lost is the ability to be able to
take the steam out of a situation before things start
to fester. Things couldn’t be allowed to fester at a
pit because there were bigger issues to think about.
Natalie: Many of the men I spoke to said you
needed humour to be able to cope with the terrible
and dangerous working conditions. Many of the
men commented on the ‘brotherhood’ of miners.
And outside of the pit, there would be much
socialising together – in the social clubs, sports
groups, allotments, communal holidays, brass
bands, painting, singing and poetry.

Do you have a favourite pit poem or song?
David: One of my favourite pit poets is the late
Owen Watson from Heanor, who worked at Coppice
Colliery which closed in 1966. His mining poems, in
broad Heanor dialect, were portrayed in the 1975
publication Strong I’th’ Arm – The Rhymes of a
Marlpool Miner. My favourite Owen Watson poem
is A Miners Dream, where a miner has a nightmare
of the afterlife, going to both heaven and hell
and caring for neither. I also like A Working Man,
written by Rita McNeill, which is often played at
miners funerals.
Natalie: David and I recently attended a concert
given by The Pitmen Poets, sons of miners from the
north-east. They sing some of their own songs but
also mining songs that are sung around the country.
In the time I’ve been working on the project, I’ve
also had the opportunity to read poetry and short
stories written by the miners we interviewed –
mostly reflecting on their time down the pit. These
can be very moving.
What is the Pit of Nations?
David: It refers to Gedling Colliery (1902-1991) to
the east of Nottingham. Following World War Two
and during the fifties, many different nationalities
went to work at Gedling pit. The pit needed
manpower and migrants from many parts of the
world came to work there to earn a living. In many
cases they had to take dirty, manual jobs that other
people didn’t want. There was a large congregation
of African-Caribbean miners who worked there
from the fifties through to the eighties. Their part in
the story of coal was excellently portrayed in Coal
Miners of African-Caribbean Heritage: Narratives
from Notts, coordinated by Norma Gregory.
What do you hope to achieve from this project?
Natalie: There’s a couple of books coming out, but
we’re also keen to raise the importance of ‘pit
talk’ – many heritage groups collect artefacts, but
language is often forgotten. It’s a crucial part of
our identity and needs to be preserved before it
disappears. I’m also happy to hear from miners
who would like to get involved in our projects and
attend our events. Email natalie.braber@ntu.ac.uk
to be added to the mailing list.
Pit Talk in the East Midlands and Images of the
Coalfields will be published by Bradwell Books in
June 2017.
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Nottingham bosses it when it comes to brewing hoppy beverages,
but until recently, we were sorely lacking in the distilling
department. Step in Wayne Asher and his ginny venture
Redsmith Distillery, the first distillery in the city for 150 years.
We grilled him on his now European award-winning product,
and what makes the perfect cocktail...
You’ve come to gin making relatively recently – what
were you doing before?
My background is in engineering and metalwork. I worked
in the aerospace industry as a machinist, and also in the
engineering department, but for the last fifteen years or so
I’ve had a plumbing and heating business. I’m a creative
person at heart, so I wanted to be involved in creating
something people actually liked and wanted, as opposed to
being viewed as a necessary evil. I thought, “Well, people
like drinking, don’t they?” So I began thinking along the
lines of alcohol.
What made you settle on gin?
After seeing what [London distillery] Sipsmith had been
doing, I thought that’s what I’d like to be involved in. I
understood a little bit about how it worked, and with that
in mind, I became a member of the Institute of Brewing
and Distilling. I went to their training courses, took exams,
and immersed myself in the art of gin distilling and
cocktail culture. Eventually I worked out the design for our
production still, Jenny, making most of the parts myself.
Once we had the still, it was time to design the
gin, which took another year. It’s been quite a timeconsuming business.
How would you describe the finished product?
I wanted to make a London dry gin in the classic style and
take it back to what I think gin should be like. I wasn’t
going to put any outlandish botanicals in there. There’s a
whole world of botanical ingredients, we just had to start
experimenting, really. We knew we wanted lots of juniper
and everything else came as a matter of trial and error. It
was the ninth distillation that was best.
Can you tell us what goes into it, or is that top secret?
There’s lots of juniper in there, coriander, orange and
angelica root, but it is a bit of a secret. I don’t suppose
anyone could replicate it – I’ve built the still myself, it’s
completely unique. The finished spirit is a product of the
still, so I think you could put the same botanical lineup in a
different still and you wouldn’t get the same outcome.
Is it less about the ingredients and more about the
distilling process itself?
I’ve found the still pretty much runs herself, and in
the batches I’ve produced so far we’ve had very good
consistency. You just have to know where to take the ‘cuts’.
There’s basically three cuts we take: the first is called the
headshot, which we discard, that comes off at about 88%
ABV and it’s absolutely loaded with botanicals; then comes
the ‘hearts’, which is the bit we save, and the bulk of the
distillation; then we get the ‘tails’ at the end, which have
the lower volatiles in there and is heavily laden
with coriander.
We recently had a shortage of juniper berries – do these
supply issues affect your production?
It’s not affected me, but securing a supply of good
quality juniper and other botanicals is always a concern
as they are the predominant flavour. Ours come from
Eastern Europe.
Has it been different moving into Sneinton Market from
your old plant in Ruddington?
We were in an old barn that wasn’t really suitable or visitorfriendly. This is a smaller place but it’s better. It’s so small
that it’ll never really be a visitor attraction, but if anyone
wanted to come and visit, they could. We have a lot of
customers in town and Hockley, particularly at Boilermaker,
so it’s good to be close to them.
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Is it correct that you’re
the only distillery in
Nottingham, and the first
here for 150 years?
There was a distillery in
Ruddington that closed in
around 1860. The building
is still there – on Distillery
Street, would you believe
– and that’s the only one I
could see any history of in
Nottinghamshire. There
probably were others, but at
this moment in time, mine’s
the only one in Nottingham.
Why has it been
so long?
HMRC only made it
legal for distilleries
to operate on a
small scale in
2009, and that was
brought about
by the Sipsmith
venture. Everybody
doing what I’m
doing owes a lot to
Sipsmith – they led
the way for smallscale distilleries.

I thought,
‘Well, people
like drinking,
don’t they?’

When people
think of gin, it’s
London and
Plymouth that
spring to mind,
not the Midlands…
There’s a few in Yorkshire, there’s Burleigh’s in
Leicestershire and Two Birds in Market Harborough. I call
mine Redsmith London gin, which just means the style of
gin, but I’ve been under pressure to call it Nottingham dry
gin. I think that would help the product in Nottingham, but
I want to have a broader appeal. In the future I might make
a Nottingham dry gin.
Can you tell us about the award you won recently?
The Craft Distilling Expo is an annual event and showcase
for small craft distilleries, whether they’re making gin,
absinthe, whisky or whatever. There’s a Gin of the Year
competition and I thought I’d chance it and enter. We
ended up winning Classic Gin of the Year 2016 out of about
fifty gins from all over Europe. It did a lot for sales – they
probably doubled after winning that. It certainly gave the
whole operation a degree of credibility, and proved that
what we were making was good.
Gin seems to have made a comeback recently – why do
you think it’s so popular now?
It’s become so diverse, and there are lots of people making
their own unique product. There’s also an interest in the
manufacturing side of it – lots of distilleries are opening
their doors for people to come and see what’s happening.
There used to be four or five well established and very good
brands on the market that people were used to – Gordon’s,
Tanqueray, Beefeater. Now there are hundreds. Most gin is
probably consumed with tonic, but there’s a whole world of
cocktails out there, too.

• 50ml Redsmith gin
• Splash of vermouth
• Pickled wild garlic
Take a Boston cocktail shaker can or large
glass and coat the inside with a small splash of
vermouth, pouring away any excess.
Add ice, pour in the gin, and stir until well
chilled.
Decant into a martini glass and garnish with a
ball of home-pickled wild garlic. Enjoy.
Have you seen any crazy cocktails made with Redsmith?
A gentleman called David T Smith, who writes on cocktails
and gins, designed a cocktail for us called The Sheriff. It’s
quite a simple cocktail, just a measure of our gin with
Stone’s ginger wine, stirred slowly, similar to a martini but
a little bit sweeter and less challenging. It looks very nice,
with a pleasant green hue to it.
What’s the ultimate way to drink your gin?
It all depends what mood I’m in. I’m partial to a dry Martini,
and I think our gin works fantastically in one. When I was
developing the recipe, I wanted it to work across the board
and be versatile. Also, this doesn’t appeal to many people,
but I make a wild garlic Gibson (a dry Martini garnished
with a silverskin onion). Instead of using the pickled
onion, I like to use pickled wild garlic which adds a subtle
savoury flavour. I collect some wild garlic around May time,
pickle it and make little balls. I really like it, but whenever
I’ve tweeted about the Wild Garlic Gibson, I don’t think
anyone’s fancied it.
redsmithdistillery.com
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Giggs – Landlord Album Art
I built up a relationship with Giggs after he saw some
work that I’d done for Krept and Konan, and US rapper
The Game. He messaged me through Instagram saying
that he was a fan. I then started sending him pieces
of work and we exchanged numbers. When his third
album LandLord was dropping, he thought I was the
right man to design the cover. He said, “I hope
you don’t think all the pieces you’ve sent me have
gone unnoticed.”
He had a vision of a large building which he said
would represent the UK hip hop scene, and he wanted
to be in front of it with people behind who represented
other rappers. He’d be holding keys, and the concept
was that he’s the landlord and is letting everyone
through the door.

I created the work using a Wacom tablet, starting by jotting down bullet points of the
vision Giggs had in mind. I then sketched the design in Photoshop, Googling images of
London high rise flats to give me a basic structure, before interpreting it in my own style.
I found it more challenging because the majority of my work is of people from the front, so
this was different.
I started in May 2016 and it took me about two days to design. Designs usually take me
a few hours, but Giggs and I went back and forth a few times to adapt parts of it to fit
exactly what he wanted.
Hearing Giggs shout me out in interviews, and also just the fact that this was his biggest
album to date (reaching #2 in the charts), made me realise how many people have
actually seen this cover. Drake has since expressed how much he loved the album, and as
a result, the two have collaborated on Drake’s More Life.
I fit art around work and family life; it initially started as a hobby but quickly turned into
a side job. It’s a great feeling to be able to get paid for something that you love and even
more so, people being happy to pay you due to their love and appreciation of the art piece.
I have always been quite artistic – I started drawing in school and went on to college
to do an art course, but it wasn’t for me. It didn’t fit my artistic style. I’m self-taught – I
spend hours and hours practising, watching YouTube tutorials and asking other graphic
artists for tips on how to improve. I’ve always found it therapeutic, and it helps me to
express myself in any visual form I choose. All my work so far has been still work, but I’d
love to see my work in motion one day.
twitter.com/artgoon365

Art Works
Anthony Freeman

Abstract Lion

This piece displays an abstract, grungy take on a lion roaring while
slowly disintegrating into a wave of ash and smoke. It’s a conceptual
representation of the contrast between the power of nature and the
devastating effect of humanity upon it. The image depicts one of the
most powerful forces of nature, slowly disappearing into memory
because of human interference.
It was created in Photoshop by combining a stock image of a lion with
various techniques. I then used a layer mask and various brushes
to manipulate the lion’s mane to give it the appearance that it’s
crumbling and dusting into the wind. I then applied smoke effects to
the image in order to enhance the perception of the lion being slowly
burnt out of existence. Finally, a simple gradient map and noise filter
was added to adjust the tone of the image, giving it an overall abstract and grungy feel.
This piece was largely inspired by a series of double exposures by Andreas Lie. His work on the
stark contrast between nature and the effect of human interference resonated with me. However,
for this piece I took a more abstract approach. Rather than that dichotomy between man and
nature, this piece demonstrates the long-term effect on nature. The mighty and proud lion slowly
disappearing from existence. I then chose to frame the image with a bold, geometric image and a
grungy background.
This piece took around eight to ten hours to complete, I have a day job so my artwork is done in
my spare time. I spend as much time as possible using Photoshop and other image editing tools,
improving my skills and transforming any ideas or inspiration into a piece I can share with as
many people as possible. For me, this is more than a hobby – it’s something I’m passionate about
and want to turn into a career. I’m always at my happiest when I’m working on my projects and
creating pieces of work.
I first started getting into graphic design while studying for my degree. Although my degree
covered a wide range of creative media, I was always fascinated with Photoshop and image
manipulation. The thought of taking any idea in my head and transferring it onto a canvas where
there was no limits really inspired me.
The things I enjoy most about this craft are two-fold. I enjoy the creativity and sharing new
pieces with the world; hopefully inspiring some to create their own. I enjoy the freedom and the
opportunity to take countless approaches to a piece. Combining various techniques, concepts
and inspiration to create an entirely new and interesting composition.
anthonyfreemandesign.com
leftlion.co.uk/issue88
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PICK OF THE MONTH
SAT
22 APR

Record Store Day
Nottingham City Centre

MON
24 APR

Nottingham Cocktail Festival
Nottingham City Centre

It’s the tenth anniversary of Record Store Day this month. The annual queue-fest
was originally set up with the honourable intention of encouraging people to visit
their local independent record store instead of heading to iTunes – or worse, the
supermarket – to buy their music. One-off limited edition releases are kicked out
on the day and are only available from participating stores. At best, the day is a
reminder of the important role record stores play on our high streets and in our local
communities. Increasingly though, the day is becoming an excuse for the major labels
to repress their back catalogue, and the number of genuinely interesting products has
taken second place to yet another Queen picture-disc reissue. Anyway, Nottingham
can still proudly boast a number of independent record stores and a couple of them
– Forever Records and Rough Trade – will be open from 8am on RSD, with a mixture
of bands and DJs on to entertain punters. And, of course, you’ll be able to get your
hands on loads of Record Store Day exclusives as well as their usual wares. Keep your
eyes on their respective websites for updates. See you in the queue.

Mix it, shake it, stir it, taste it. We are big fans of a cocktail or five here at the ‘Lion,
and judging by the looks of you lot on Sunday mornings, you’re partial too. So what a
joy it is to hear the news of an entire festival, dedicated to the often-fruity, sometimessnooty beverages, is taking place in our city this month. The seven-day festival sees
Nottingham venues – including Boilermaker, Rum House, Pepper Rocks and Curious
venues – team up with a premium spirit brand, serving selected £5 cocktails to those
with wristbands. Boilermaker’s bigging up Hendrick’s; Rub Smokehouse have got
Licor 43; Suede are swilling the Blackwell rum; and Brass Monkey are chilling with
glasses of Wray and Nephews, to name a few. Creative concoctions aplenty churned
out of your favourite haunts. Not only that, there’ll be the chance for you to find out
how to become a mixologist yersen in masterclasses all over the city, plus there’s
surprise workshops and parties to boot. This is the first festival of its kind, so go nuts.
Just make sure you steady yersen on the way out. £3.50 - £10 wristband

SAT
1 APR

SAT
8 APR

SUN
9 APR

11am

8pm

12pm

Cats V Dogs Swimming Gala
Victoria Leisure Centre

NottsMan Launch Parteh
The Angel Microbrewery

Space
Spanky Van Dykes

There are some things in life that unsettle the nation.
They cause rifts between family members, break up
relationships, and divide the country. Things like
Brexit, global politics and, of course, whether the ruling
domestic pet is indeed a cat or a dog. This month, the
true answer is about to be discovered in the most
incredible way possible. A freestyle swimming gala.
Yep, Victoria Leisure Centre and local charity, CAFE
– Canine and Feline Equality – have joined forces to
encourage harmony between the domestic animals
and their owners, and are doing it in a proper boss way.
You can enter your pup or pussy into the race for free –
just pop your head into the swimming baths and fill
in a form, with a headshot of your prized pet attached.
The winner of the race wins eternal glory, plus a year’s
supply of animal swimming caps. £2 spectator fee,
free to enter

Shock, shock. Horror, horror. Yeah, you heard us right.
The legendary Space are playing a set at Spanky Van
Dykes. “Am I having a deja vu?” We hear you cry. “Nay,
‘tis no deja vu,” we reply. The band were originally
scheduled to play last month, but the poor boggers
came down with a bout of the flu and got fully written
off for a period. How. Ever. The musical monsters are
back, hopefully with a large vat of Lemsip in tow, as
well as a whole lot of funk. The Liverpudlians are
famous from their golden period in the nineties, when
hit singles Female of the Species, Me and You Versus the
World, and Neighbourhood first tickled our lugholes. Get
down to experience them in their apocalypse-era glory,
and don’t forget to check out our interview with ‘em on
our website this month. £15

NottsMan has taken the world of Facebook by bleddy
storm over the last couple of months. The anonymous
social media maestro has been filling our timelines with
Notts nostalgia, and a couple of pretty slick ‘Nottingham
Citeh’ t-shirts to boot. This month, the guys behind the
page are stepping out into the known with a massive
takeover day at The Angel Microbrewery. There’ll be live
music from the likes of Origin One, Motormouf and DJ
Fever, plus artwork on sale from the likes of illustrator
Emily Catherine. We’re promised poets, dancers, DJs, a
talent show and local independent clothing stalls, the
finer details of which will be announced nearer the time.
Plus, Dave Bartram aka the Cockle Man will be there,
selling his treats, proving to both the rotten folk who
attacked him recently, and cancer, that you can’t keep
the old dog down. We’ll see you there. £1/£2

SUN
16 APR

WED
19 APR

SAT
23 APR

6pm

6.30pm

9am

Church of the Cosmic Skull
Rescue Rooms
Celebrated across faiths and, no doubt, dimensions,
the spring equinox is seen as a time of rebirth. If you’re
feeling disillusioned by the doctrines of the mainstream
creeds, but still feel you need to worship and cleanse
your mind and soul, look no further than Church of the
Cosmic Skull. Bring the sunny seasons inside, and let
them guide you down a new, better path. Along with
their free-loving, cosmic beliefs, we’re sure that their
brand of prog/psych/seventies rock/pop will have you
on your knees praising. A supergroup to rival all Notts
supergroups before them, the unified combination of
guitars, Hammond organ, electric cello, bass and drums,
together with six-part harmonies, will breathe life into
their melting pot of genres. With a mantra of ‘Do what
you want. Look good doing it,’ who are we to argue?
Get your fine-looking selves to this Sunday service and
prepare for a soul-lifting experience. £8

Project Your Poem
Nonsuch Theatre
This month sees Nottingham Poetry Festival, which
means there’s summat wordeh in the air. Have you
always fancied yourself as a bit of a Kate Tempest?
Maybe a shade of Byron lingers in your fingertips? Let
Anne Holloway help you realise your passion in the
first of many regular workshops to kick off at Nonsuch
Theatre. Head down on the third Wednesday of every
month, where you can gather skills to put in your poetic
toolbox with the Mouthy Poets facilitator and Big White
Shed publishing house owner. Think spoken word
techniques and exercises, think an exploration of voice,
breathing and movement, think guest facilitators,
think a straight-talking woman who’ll make you feel
right at home, and you’re on the right lines. Whether
you’re completely new to the game, or you want to brush
up on your artistic endeavours, get yersen along and
get smashing them open mics. Notts needs your
windpipes. £4/£5

Louisey Rider Cup
Lee Westwood Sports Centre
Following the untimely death of Louise Wright in 2014,
Nottingham Roller Derby have set up a tournament in
her honour, celebrating her love of roller derby while
raising cash for road safety charity, Brake. Yes, the
Louisey Rider Cup is back for the second year, and sees
a whole heap of roller derby players battle it out for the
title in memory of their teammate – Louisey Rider #66.
As with all good events, the main shindig is followed by
a phenomenal after party. Last year, there were lip sync
battles, glitter shots and fanny bunting, and this year is
promised to be bigger and better than ever. There’s also
the chance to take home the Winner of the After Party
trophy, so if you’ve not got skills on the skates, there’s
still a chance to win summat for the mantlepiece. Go
on duck, it’s for a great cause. £5 spectator tickets,
including after party entry

Get weekly updates of Nottingham events at leftlion.co.uk/newsletter
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What’s on in Nottingham? For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
WEEKLY STUFF
MONDAYS

TUESDAYS

WEDNESDAYS

THURSDAYS

FRIDAYS

SATURDAYS

SUNDAYS

Pub Quiz
Malt Cross
Southbank
The Grosvenor
The Navigation

Open Mic Night
Filthy’s
Pepper Rocks
Greyhound, Beeston

Open Mic Night
JamCafe
Rescue Rooms
The Bell Inn
The Maze

Open Mic Night
The Navigation Inn

Unplugged
Showcase
Bunkers Hill

Surface Dwellers
Surface Gallery

Open Mic Night
The Johnson Arms

Movie Mondays
Spanky Van Dyke’s

Pub Quiz
The Johnson Arms
Sir John Borlase
Warren

Stealth VS Rescued
Stealth and
Rescue Rooms

Pub Quiz
The Trent
Navigation Inn

Music
JamCafe
Rock City
Southbank

Live Jazz
The Bell Inn
The Lion at Basford

MOBA Mondays
[ALT] Gaming Lounge
Music
The Bell Inn
Rescue Rooms
Poker Night
The Navigation Inn
The Grosvenor
Life Drawing
Malt Cross

Cuban Salsa and
Rueda Classes
Bad Juju Tiki Bar
Music
Bar Eleven
Rescue Rooms
The Navigation Inn
The Racing Room
The Dragon

Pub Quiz
The Lion at Basford
Rescue Rooms
Golden Fleece
Spanky Van Dyke’s
The Hop Pole
Open Hack Night
Nottingham Hackspace
Music
The Navigation Inn
Southbank City
Rock City

💃Salsa Class

Pub Quiz
Southbank
The Grosvenor

Bopp
Red Bar

Mindfulness Group
Sobar

Ink Fridays
Ink

Music
Rock City
Southbank City
JamCafe
The Navigation Inn
Rescue Rooms
The Lion at Basford

Get Lucky
Rock City

Paint a Pot
Harley Gallery

Friday Night Live
Southbank
The Navigation
Blues Cooperation
The Navigation Inn

Saturday Art Club
New Art Exchange

🎭 Saturday Sessions

Nonsuch Theatre

🎭 Comedy
Glee Club
Jongleurs

Bunkers Hill

Acoustic Sessions
Malt Shovel
Sunday DJ Sessions
The Southbank Bar
Life Drawing
Place Activiy Centre

💃 Kathak Dance

New Art Exchange

SATURDAY 1 APR

SUNDAY 2 APR

TUESDAY 4 APR

WEDNESDAY 5 APR

THURSDAY 6 APR

THURSDAY 6 APR

⚽ County v Colchester
Notts County Football Club
3pm

👊 Wrestlemania

📷 Group AGM & Special

🎥 Parent Trap

🎨 Paint a Pot Thursdays

🎭 Di and Viv and Rose

👒 Lou Lou’s Vintage Fair

🎥 Sing

🎥 Hacksaw Ridge

🎥 Kubo and the

♫ Blaenavon
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

🎤 Open Mic Night

👪 Rainbow Stripes

♫ Pete Oxley + Nicolas
Meier Quartet
Bonington Theatre
£5 - £12, 8pm - 10.30pm

♫ University
Philharmonica
Lakeside Arts Centre
£6 - £12, 7.30pm

📣 Enabling Innovation:

♫ Benefit for April’s Fools

🔬 Funky Science

🍴 Vegan Market
Sneinton Market
Free, 11am - 3pm

🔧 Screen Print T- Shirt +
Tote Bag Workshop
The School of Print
£37.50 - £75, 10am - 4pm

The Angel Microbrewery
10pm - 3am

♫ Deeper Than Roots

Rough Trade
Free, 8pm

🎤 The Festival of Fools
Nonsuch Theatre
Free, 7pm - 12pm

♫ Leftback: On Rotation

Malt Cross
£10 - £10, 8pm - 3am

♫ CUD

The Bodega
£15.40, 7pm

♫ Red Rack’Em
Stealth
£5.75, 10.15pm
♫ Parasite Syndicate

Rock City
£6.75, 6.30pm

♫Zodiac Mindwarp and

the Love Reaction
Rescue Rooms
£11, 6.30pm

♫ Mas Y Mas
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 8pm
🔧 Weaving for Beginners
Malt Cross
£25, 11am - 2.30pm

👪 Sign Unveiling

200 Degrees, Carrington St
Free, 10.30am

The Southbank Bar Nottingham City
£5, 10pm

The Albert Hall
£2, 10am

The Johnson Arms
Free, 8pm

Workshop
The Djanogly Art Gallery
Free, 1.30pm - 2.30pm

🎥 Madama Butterfly
Savoy Cinema
£13.50, 2pm

🎭 Ben and Holly’s

Little Kingdom
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£14 - £20

♫ Nottingham
Symphony Orchestra
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£12 - £22
MONDAY 3 APR

♫ Lewis Watson

The Bodega
£13.75, 7pm

♫ Tall Ships Live

+ Signing
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm

♫ Attila
Rescue Rooms
£13.20, 7.30pm
🎭 Land, Money

and Refugees
Nottingham Playhouse
Free, 6.30pm

Guest Speaker
Castle Rock Brewery
£2.50 - £5, 7pm

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 4pm

Stonebridge City Farm
£3 - £4

Managing Innovative
Networks for SMEs
The Newton Building,
Nottingham Trent
University
Free, 9am - 12pm

👪 Easter Explorers
Arnot Hill Park
Free, 1pm

😂 Lynn Ruth Miller
The Punch Bowl
£5.50, 7.30pm

🎭 Di and Viv and Rose
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

♫ NottFAR: Compositions

by Simon Paterson +
Special Guests
Djanogly Theatre
Free, 5pm

👪 Children’s Peg

The Bulwell Academy
2pm

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

📖 Inhale, Exhale, Repeat
with Emma Mills
Five Leaves Bookshop
£3, 7pm - 8.30pm

♫ Onsind, Betty Blakely
+ Chums
JT Soar
£5, 8pm - 10.30pm
🎭 Di and Viv and Rose
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

♫ Rose Elinor Dougall
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

The Harley Gallery
£5 - £20, 10am - 3pm

Two Strings
The Old Library
7pm

🎥 Hacksaw Ridge

Tournament
National Videogame Arcade
£3, 7pm - 8pm

🎨 Beginner’s Silk Painting
Rufford Country Park
£45, 10am - 12.30pm

📖 The Expansion of the
Universe - Tahir Ahmed
Bromley House Library
£4, 2pm

🎥 National Theatre Live:

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

Twelfth Night
Savoy Cinema
£13.50, 7pm

👪 Rainbow Stripes

♫ Blaenavon Live Acoustic

♫ Hot 8 Brass Band
Rescue Rooms
£20.35, 6.30pm

📖 Jeremy Akerman: A

The Milk Lounge
£3 - £4, 10am - 11am

💻 Completathon

National Videogame Arcade
Free, 7pm - 11pm

📖 An Evening with

💻 FIFA Night and

Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

Amanda Owen
Waterstones
£3, 7pm

♫ Wildwood Jack

The Hand and Heart
Free, 8pm - 11pm

♫ Hungrytown (US) +

Lorna + Fun of the Pier +
Jonathan Beckett
JT Soar
£4, 7.30pm - 10.30pm

Rough Trade
Free, 6pm

Crash Course in Writing
and Curating
Backlit
£2 - £4, 5pm 📣

🎨 Rosalind Davis:

Representing Yourself
Backlit
£2 - £4, 1pm

👣 Where The River Runs
Bilborough Library
£2, 10am - 10.45am

🎩 The Sandstone Caves of
Nottingham - Library Talk
Clifton Library
Free, 10.30am - 12pm

Doll Workshop
Kiosk
£11.01

♫ Palace
The Bodega
£12.10, 7pm
♫ Stone Foundation Live
Rough Trade
6.30pm
📣 The Study Sessions:

Frantz Fanon
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6.30pm - 8.30pm

📣 Author Talk:

Stephan Collishaw
Nottingham Central Library
Free, 6pm - 7pm

S U M M E R To U R 2 017
PLUS SPECIAL GUEST

FRIDAY 23 JUNE

ShERwooD PINES
NR MANSFIELD, NoTTS
ollymurs.com

M /ollymurs N @ollyoFFIcIAl P /ollymurs

TickeTs: 03000 680400 info: Forestry.gov.uk/musIc
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FRIDAY 7 APR

FRIDAY 7 APR

SATURDAY 8 APR

SATURDAY 8 APR

SUNDAY 9 APR

MONDAY 10 APR

🎨 FirstFriday

🌷 Eggs Hatching

♫ Mary Ocher + Society
+ Elbrus + After Lucretius
JT Soar
£6, 8pm - 11pm

🏬 Primary Gardens

🎥 Withnail & I

🎨 FirstFriday

♫ Funke & The Two
Tone Baby
The Bodega
£11, 7pm

⚽ Nottingham Forest
v Huddersfield
Nottingham Forest Football
Club
3pm
🎭 The Grapes of Wrath

🎥 Beauty & The Beast

♫ Low Chimes

Nottingham Playhouse
£8 - £32, 7.45pm

♫ Gilmartin’s DANSE
Society
The Doghouse
7.30pm - 2am

🎨 Risograph Day Class

♫ BassLayerz

🎥 Denial

♫ Sievehead

🎨 #ConnectedTEN

TUESDAY 11 APR

🎭 Three

Djanogly Theatre
3pm

Marwood + Non Canon
+ Helen Chambers
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

🎥 Peppa Pig: My First

🔧 Community Learning:

🎥 Rigoletto

WEDNESDAY 12 APR

Crafternoon:
Curious Collars
Debbie Bryan
£35, 1.30pm - 4.30pm

Stonebridge City Farm
Free

Crafternoon: Japanese
Cut and Make
Debbie Bryan
£40, 5.30pm - 8pm

😂 Live Comedy

🎥 Peppa Pig: My First

Foodie Fridays
The Glee Club
£7.50 - £19.95, 7pm

Cinema Experience
Savoy Cinema
£4.75 - £6.50, 10am

♫ 101% Pantera

The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

🎥 Beauty & The Beast

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 4pm

🎥 Denial

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

♫ Crooked Little Sons +

Arizona Law + Blackmail
Box + Noose
The Doghouse
£5.50, 7.30pm - 1am

🎭 Di and Viv and Rose
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

♫ Applebum Nottingham

Launch Party
The Lacehouse
£4 - £8, 10pm - 3am

♫ Claude Vonstroke
Stealth
£8.80, 10pm

♫ Phlexx Records
Live Showcase
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm
♫ The Selecter & The Beat

feat. Ranking Roger
Rock City
£27.50, 6pm

♫ Holding Absence (Red
Room Show)
Rescue Rooms
£6.75, 6.30pm
♫ Chris Difford
of Squeeze
The Poppy and Pint
£19.25, 7.30pm
🎩 Nefarious Notts:

Medieval Sherwood Forest
+ Outlaws + Villain
Nottinghamshire Archives
£5, 2.30pm

The School of Print
£40 - £40, 10am - 4pm

The Irish Centre
£15, 10pm - 5am

♫ Mary Ocher

🎭 Di and Viv and Rose

JT Soar
£6, 7.30pm - 11.30pm

🎥 Beauty & The Beast

Bonington Cinema, Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 4pm

🎥 Denial

Bonington Cinema, Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

📣 Saturday Sessions:

Process Soap Making
Lakeside Arts Centre
£25 - £35, 2pm - 5pm

♫ Ashfields

The Bodega
£5.75, 6.30pm

♫ 10CC

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

Patchings Art Centre
Free

Cinema Experience
Savoy Cinema
£4.75 - £6.50, 10am

Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£32 - £35

🍴 After-Hours -

♫ Dirt Box Disco

Rough Trade
4pm

🎭 In Flux

Circus Showcase
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£15

Supperclub
Debbie Bryan
£50, 7.30pm - 10.30pm

📖 Researching and

Writing the Perfect
Murder with Stephen
Booth + Stuart Gibbon
Waterstones
£58 - £65, 10am - 4.30pm

Purecraft presents

A tasting journey through
beer and food matching

Every wednesday
from 7pm
Tel: 01159 349040 Email: nottsinfo@purecraftbars.com
leftlion.co.uk/issue88

🔧 Ancient Craft: Cold

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 4pm

Writing, Editing,
Performance and Style
Nonsuch Theatre
£25 - £85, 1pm - 4pm

Love Beer?
Love Food?
So Do We!
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Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 2.30pm

Market
Primary
Free

Rock City
£11, 6pm

Nottingham Playhouse
Free, 8pm

🔧 Willow Weaving

Sherwood Forest
Country Park
£15, 10.30am - 12.30pm

Savoy Cinema
£13.50, 4.30pm

♫ The Big Moon
🎭 Balance - A

Savoy Cinema
£4.50 - £6.20, 8.15pm 10.30pm

The Bodega
£5.75, 7pm

Rough Trade
£5, 7pm

♫ Xtra Mile Tour: Ben

Moving Models and
Rowdy Robots
Stapleford Library
Free

🍴 Skillshare: Natural

Dyes and Foraged Food
Primary
Free, 5.30pm - 7.30pm

♫ King No-One
The Bodega
£7.75, 7pm

🎭 Diversity

Motorpoint Arena
£28 - £140, 6.30pm
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What’s on in Nottingham? For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
THURSDAY 13 APR

FRIDAY 14 APR

SUNDAY 16 APR

THURSDAY 20 APR

♫ Ben Crosland Quintet:
The Ray Davies Songbook
Bonington Theatre
£5 - £12, 8pm - 10.30pm

🎨 Louise Davies and

♫ Church Of The Cosmic
Skull + Vodun
Rescue Rooms
£8.80, 6.30pm - 11pm

🎨 TheSpacesBetween

👒 After-Hours:

♫ Freeze The Atlantic

♫ Jazz with Joanna
Hudson Quartet plus Karl
Hird on Sax
Bonington Theatre
£6, 7.30pm

🎥 Loving

Nottingham Gin Club
Debbie Bryan
£25, 7pm - 9pm

🎥 Mamma Mia

Mansfield library
2pm

🎨 Paint a Pot Thursdays
The Harley Gallery
£5 - £20, 10am - 3pm

♫ Fred Zeppelin

The Greyhound, Beeston
£8 - £10, 8pm

Your name:
Lethargy

♫ Fahran Live

Genre:
Hip hop
Venues you do stuff at:
Rough Trade
Who else helps you run the nights:
There are three core members: DJ Archive,
Hurst and myself. Continued help comes from
Kyle at Rough Trade and Keith Lawrence (MiSoul/Dub Organiser).
Ten words that sum up the events you put on:
Tru skool hip hop from the Bronx to the Bay
Describe the average punter at your nights:
We have a solid fan base of hip hop heads and
connoisseurs. However, our move from The Old
Angel to Rough Trade has opened up our sound
to a wider audience. I like to think that we
encourage anyone who is into good music and in
the mood to shake a leg to pass through.
Which local act has gone down best with your
crowd and why?
That’s a hard one to call. Since we’ve started
up at Rough Trade we’ve not had guests pass
through like we did at The Angel. However, if
I had to call it, I would give a shout to the P
Brothers, Styly Cee and Detail, true Notts legends
who have not only played but have supported the
night throughout the years.
Which non-local act would you bring
back again?
That’s an easy one, Masta Ace. He absolutely tore
the roof off when he played a live show for us.
We sold the venue out and he was a top
class showman.
If you could get a celebrity compere who would
you choose and why?
That’s a tricky one. I’d have to go for a hip hop
favorite and choose Biz Markie, on the simple fact
that no one beats the Biz or his onesie collection.

Rough Trade
£3, 7pm

🎥 Beauty & The Beast

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 4pm

🎨 You’re Gonna Need A
Bigger Boat
Bonington Gallery
Free, 5pm - 7pm

👪 Rainbow Stripes
The Milk Lounge
£3 - £4, 10am - 11am

♫ Adam Peter Smith
The Hand and Heart
Free, 8pm - 11pm
♫ Ben Crosland Quintet

The Ray Davies Songbook
Bonnington Theatre
£5 - £12, 8pm
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♫ Twelve Foot Ninja
Rock City
£13.20, 6.30pm

👪 Family Conservation
Fun: Family Bird Walk
Sherwood Forest
Country Park
£2, 9.30am - 10.30am

♫ Dan Owen

♫ TotalRock Takeover
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
8pm
🎥 Royal Ballet - Jewels
Savoy Cinema
£13.50, 2pm

🐥 Meet and Greet

FRIDAY 21 APR

⚽ Nottingham Forest v
Blackburn
Nottingham Forest
Football Club
3pm

⚽ Notts County
v Portsmouth
Notts County Football Club
3pm

♫ Guns Or Roses
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

🎨 Dr Sketchy’s

Canalhouse
£9 - £10, 12.30pm - 4pm

♫ Knock Out Kaine

The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

🎥 The Lego

Batman Movie
Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 4pm
Basic Bike
Maintenance
Nottingham Bike Works
£25

👪 Fairytale Day

Stonebridge City Farm
50p

🎠 Nottingham Teddy
Bear Fair
Patchings Art Centre
Free, 10am - 4pm
TUESDAY 18 APR

🎥 Viceroy’s House

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 2pm - 5pm

👪 Nottingham

TARDIS Social
The Stage
Free, 8.15pm - 10.30pm

Arduino Workshop
Nottingham Hackspace
£20, 11am - 4pm

♫ Remi Harris Project
The Worksop Library
£8 - £10, 7.30pm

♫ Lois

🎥 Italia Live: La

The Bodega
£5.75, 7pm

Gazza Ladra
Savoy Cinema
£11, 7pm

♫ National Youth Training

♫ Hellyeah

Rock City
£19.25, 6.30pm

♫ Chainska Brassika
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

♫ Devil Sold His Soul

🎥 The Australian

National Videogame Arcade
Free, 6.30pm - 11pm

💻 Challengest One

National Videogame Arcade
Free, 7.30pm - 11.30pm

🎨 Beginner’s Silk

Painting
Rufford Country Park
£45, 10am - 12.30pm

♫ Tax The Heat
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

MONDAY 17 APR

WEDNESDAY 19 APR

💻 Hello Words

♫ Paul Lewis (Piano)
Djanogly Recital Hall
£8 - £20, 7.30pm

Green’s Windmill
£4, 11am

Stealth
£5.75, 10pm

Rescue Rooms
£13.20 - £44, 6.30pm

♫ The Girl and the Stone
The Hand and Heart
Free, 8pm - 11pm

SATURDAY 15 APR

🍴 Easter Biscuits

♫ Woz

♫ Geko

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

♫ Bury Tomorrow
Rock City
£17.60, 6.30pm

🎥 Fast and Furious 8

Choir with South Asian
Music Youth Orchestra
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall

Exhibition Launch
New Art Exchange
Free, 6pm - 8pm

Birds of Prey
Sherwood Forest
Country Park
Free, 11am - 4pm

💻 Introduction to

Workshop: Create Your
Own Music Machine
Lakeside Arts Centre
10am - 11am

Savoy Cinema
£6.50, 8.30pm

facebook.com/koldchillin

Rough Trade
Free, 7pm

👪 Easter Holiday

Djanogly Theatre
£9 - £15, 7.30pm

Tell us a crazy story that has happened at
your events…
We’ve had a lot in our five years. However,
Montana Shop’s 8th Birthday Jam was off the
scale. I remember looking up from the turntables,
a circle had formed and people were just
throwing down, like an impromptu breakdancing
jam. It was dope. There were people dancing on
the tables, the whole nine. That night went off.

Kold Chillin’, Rough Trade, Saturday 29 April,
7pm, free.

♫ Widows

🔧

The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

What have you got coming up?
The next event is in April when we return for my
birthday jam! We already have a special guest
lined up and it’s gonna be a dope session, full of
classic hip hop and block party breaks.

The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

🎭 Bucket List

Which booze sells best at your events?
All booze sells well, but the main tipple of choice
is a fine rum and ginger, Red Stripe or a pint
courtesy of the Crate Brewery.

If you weren’t a promoter what would you have
ended up doing?
Having a quiet life with no stress.
What other events in Nottingham do you love?
I have to give a shout out to Gallery Sounds, Truth
and Lies (Karnival), Mimm, Soul Buggin’ and, of
course, the Nottingham hip hop community of
Gangster Wraps, NG83 and CSWS.

Vivienne Sillar
Focus Gallery
Free, 10am - 4pm

Rescue Rooms
£11, 6.30pm

♫ Phlexx presents

Twin Kidd, Vera Gull and
Cherry Hex
Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 8pm

💻 NVA Parents Meet Up:

How Much Is Too Much?
National Videogame Arcade
Free, 3pm - 4pm

🔧 Woodland Courses:
Spatula and Spreader
Sherwood Forest
Country Park
£30, 10am - 3pm

Ballet: Coppelia
Savoy Cinema
£13.50, 7.30pm

👣 Remembering Fred
Royal Concert Hall
£19.50 - £55

♫ Eclipse
Rescue Rooms
£13.75, 6.30pm
🎭 Tommy

Nottingham Playhouse
7.45pm

🎥 Rosemary’s Baby (1968)
Nottingham Contemporary
£5, 6.30pm

🎥 The Great Wall

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

🎭 Table

Nottingham Arts Theatre
£9 - £10, 7.30pm

♫ Deadcuts + Sewage
Farm + DiabloFurs
The Doghouse
£8.80, 7pm - 1am
🎭 Spine

Djanogly Theatre
£5, 7.30pm

♫ Stealth Bassline Special
Stealth
£5.75, 10pm
📖 Quiet Riot Collected An Anthology Launch
Cafe Sobar
6pm

📖 Mouthy Poets
The Lofthouse
Free, 8pm - 10pm

♫ Reggae Take Over
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm
😂 Jimmy Carr
Theatre Royal
£27.50

♫ Wilko Johnson
Rock City
£27.50, 6.30pm
♫ KLS + Memory of
Elephants + Chiyoda Ku +
a-tota-so
JT Soar
7.30pm - 10pm

What’s on in Nottingham? For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
SATURDAY 22 APR

SATURDAY 22 APR

SUNDAY 23 APR

TUESDAY 25 APR

WEDNESDAY 26 APR

THURSDAY 27 APR

⚽ Nottingham Forest
v Reading
Nottingham Forest
Football Club
3pm

♫ If You Put Out Your
Hand: Helen Tookey and
Sharron Kraus with Nick
Jonah Davis
Primary
£5, 7.30pm

🎥 Eugene Onegin

🎭 Glengarry Glen Ross

🎤 Some Poets from the

📣 Georgina Wilding:

♫ Haus

Lakeside Arts Centre
£40 - £50, 1.30pm - 4pm

♫ Wolverine
The Bodega
£11, 7pm

🎤 Black in the City

♫ Keston Cobblers Club
Rescue Rooms
£16.50, 7.30pm

📣 Artist Talk: Keith Piper

🎭 The Curious

Adventures of Pinocchio
Nottingham Playhouse
£7 - £8, 11am + 1.30pm

The Bodega
£7.25, 7pm

♫ Warlord U.K. +

🔧 Young Producers

Incinery + Morti
Viventi + Helrazor
The Chameleon Arts Cafe
£5, 8pm - 11.30pm

👒 Vintage Raceday

Nottingham Race Course
£10 - £15, 3.30pm - 10pm

♫ Slade UK

The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 9pm - 2am

present Word Play ZineMaking Workshop and
Performance
City Arts
Free, 10.30am - 1pm + 7pm

📖 Nottingham Stanza

Read-In
Nottingham Writers’ Studio
Free, 10.30am - 12pm

🎭 The Showstopper’s

New Art Exchange
Free, 1pm - 3pm

Kids Show
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£10

🎥 The Great Wall

🎭 A Night on Broadway

📣 The Future for Darfur

Bonington Cinema Arnold
£4.50 - £5.50, 7pm - 10pm

🎥 Eugene Onegin
(Tchaikovsky)
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £20, 5.45pm

🍴 Supper Club

Debbie Bryan
£40, 7pm - 9.30pm

♫ Jeannine Barry

The Doghouse
£8.80

📣 Feminist Publishing –
Then, Now and in
the Future
Five Leaves Bookshop
£4 - £5, 2pm - 5pm

Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£10 - £35

📖 Michelle Hubbard:
Poetry Hour with
Henry Normal
Sherwood Library
Free, 2pm

📖 Nottingham

Poetry Society: Poetry
Performance Competition
Nottingham Mechanics
Institute
£1.50 - £3

📖 Wendy Cope + Stephen
Lowe + Lily Myers-Lowe
Waterstones
£7, 3pm

🎨 Lace Ring

Focus Gallery
£35, 10.30am - 1.30pm

(Tchaikovsky)
Broadway Cinema
£13 - £20, 12pm

🔧 Make a Decorative Vase

♫ Kovic
The Bodega
£8, 7pm
📖 Five Leaves Bookshop

presents Simon Armitage,
Cathy Grindrod +
Ioney Smallhorne
Antenna
£7 - £8, 7pm

📖 Book Off

Rough Trade
Free, 4pm - 9pm

🎤 Word Jam: Unity

Through Diversity
Nottingham Writers’ Studio
Free, 7pm
MONDAY 24 APR

🎭 Glengarry Glen Ross
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

♫ Ducking Punches
The Bodega
£7.25, 7pm
🎤 Carol Ann Duffy and

Djanogly Theatre
£12 - £16, 7.30pm

♫ Bryde

The Bodega
£6.75, 7pm

♫ The Saw Doctors -

Rescheduled Date
Rock City
£27.50, 7pm

♫ Michael Rother
Rescue Rooms
£25.85, 7.30pm
🎤 Phlexx Poetry Slam
Suede Bar
Free, 8pm

📖 Trevor Wright: Poetry

Hour with Henry Normal
Bulwell Riverside Centre
Free, 2pm - 3pm

📖 John Lucas + Matthew
Welton + Andrew Taylor
Nottingham Trent
University
Free, 6pm - 7.30pm

🎤 Tales and Rhymes from
the Mines: An Evening of
Pit Poetry and Songs
Tin Hat Centre
£6, 6pm - 9pm

🎤 Totally Wired

♫ Rejjie Snow
Rescue Rooms
£14.85, 6.30pm

📖 Nottingham

📖 Byron Poetry Reading
with Ken Purslow
Hucknall Library
Free

WriteLion Poets
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm

Stealth
£5.75, 10pm

🎭 Leviathan

John Sampson
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£12

📖 LeftLion presents

♫ Dan Shake

Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

Wired
Free, 6pm - 9pm

Writers’ Studio Poetry
Pamphlet Group
Nottingham Writers’ Studio
Free, 7pm - 9pm

♫ Open Sing

Bramcote Lane
Free, 10am - 2pm

📖 Books Live! The Plot
Thickens with Author
Stephen Booth
West Bridgford Libray
£3, 2.30pm

Poetry Hour with
Henry Normal
Wollaton Library
Free, 6pm - 7pm

Big White Shed Debbie Bryan
7pm - 9.30pm

Edins
£3.50, 7pm - 9.30pm

Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 6pm - 7.30pm

📖 Michelle Hubbard

🎤 Women Got

St Ann’s Valley Centre
Free, 1.30pm - 2.30pm

Poetic Talent
Lord Roberts
£6.50, 7.15pm - 11pm

📖 Shaun Belcher and
Rosie Garner
Jermy and Westerman
Bookshop
Free, 5pm

🎤 Speech Therapy

featuring DIY Poets
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
Free, 8pm - 11pm

♫ CRS: Jah Diggah
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm - 9pm

♫ Bruno Mars

♫ Pharmakon
The Chameleon Cafe Bar
£10, 8pm - 11.30am

FRIDAY 28 APR

Motorpoint Arena
£42 - £84, 8pm

♫ Deeper Than Roots

📷 Bilborough

presents Born on Road
and Serum
The Maze
£8 - £10, 10pm

Photography Club
St Martin’s Church
7pm

🎭 Glengarry Glen Ross

♫ Death and the

Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm

Penguin + Guests
JT Soar
7pm - 11pm

🎨 Art and

Poetry Workshop
Nottingham Writers’ Studio
£5 - £7, 1pm - 3pm

♫ Rachel Podger and
Kristian Bezuidenhout
Djanogly Recital Hall
£8 - £16.50, 7.30pm

♫ MOTORHEADache
The Doghouse
£8.80, 7pm - 1am

📖 Reading for

Remedy and Reward
with Di Slaney +
Katherine Towers
Waterstones
£3, 7pm

🎭 Tommy -

Relaxed Performance
Nottingham Playhouse
£10 - £26, 1.30pm

♫ Bamalamasingsong!

♫ Lynne Hanson and The
Good Intentions
The Poppy and Pint
£13, 7.30pm

Rescue Rooms
£7.70, 8.30pm

🎭 Glengarry Glen Ross
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 7.30pm
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FLOG IT!
It’s time to fetch the ladder out the
garage, pack your car boot up with
empty cardboard boxes and turn up on
your nan’s doorstep ready to raid her loft
for any and all things of possible value.
Why? Cos Flog It is coming to Hoodtown.
The BBC One antiques programme will
be here on Friday 14 April, so there’s
plenty of time for you to dig out your
owd china and bric a brac ready for Paul
Martin to tell you it’s worth no more than
a pack of peanuts. But hey, at least you

managed to have a good clear out and
get on telly. Every cloud.
The Trent Building at University of
Nottingham will play host to the
valuation day, and you’re all invited
along. Everyone that turns up will get
a free valuation of their wares, whether
your mug makes it onto TV or not. Either
way, you’re winning.
Trent Building, University of Nottingham,
Friday 14 April, 9.30am - 4pm
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What’s on in Nottingham? For more events, check out leftlion.co.uk/listings
FRIDAY 28 APR

SATURDAY 29 APR

SATURDAY 29 APR

SUNDAY 30 APR

♫ Rusty Shackle
The Bodega
£8.80, 7pm

⚽ Notts County
v Blackpool
Notts County Football Club
Free, 3pm

♫ Kold Chillin’
Rough Trade
Free, 7pm

♫ Kitty Katz & The
Atomic Reactors
The Greyhound, Beeston
Free, 8.30pm

♫ Billy Ocean
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£22.50 - £45

🎭 The Who’s Tommy
Nottingham Playhouse
£8 - £32, 7.45pm

♫ Bandfest 29

♫ Guns n Roses

The Doghouse
7pm - 2am

Experience + DIIO
Rock City
£11, 6.30pm

🔧 Women’s Basic Bike

♫ Thrice

Rock City
£24.20, 6.30pm

Maintenance
Nottingham Bike Works
£25

🎤 Phlexx Poetry Slam

♫ Carlton Male

Voice Choir
The Albert Hall
£15, 7.15pm

Suede Bar
Free, 8pm

♫ Friday Night Disco

🎨 Three Rings in a Day

The Embankment
Free

📣 Leanne Moden: Poetry
Hour with Henry Normal
Hyson Green Library
Free, 11am - 12pm

Focus Gallery
£95, 10.30am - 4.30pm

🎭 Glengarry Glen Ross
Lace Market Theatre
£8 - £9, 2.30pm + 7.30pm

♫ Dogtallica Fest ‘17
in Aid of Mucky Paws
Dog’s Rescue
Ye Olde Salutation Inn
£5, 2pm

📖 Mudfest: Woman
Launch
Cobden Chambers
Free, 5pm - 8pm

🎤 Do or Die Poets

♫ The Hyena Kill

featuring Nymphs
and Thugs
Cafe Sobar
Free, 6pm

The Bodega
£3.75, 7pm

♫ Everywhere Pre-Party

📖 50 Years On: LGBT

Poetry and Social Change
Edins
Free, 7pm - 9pm

with DJ Seinfeld
Stealth
£5.75, 10pm

♫ The Halle
Royal Concert Hall
£7.50 - £34.50
♫ After Hours: Julian Bliss
and the King of Swing
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£4
📣 Trevor Wright: Poetry

Hour with Henry Normal
Nottingham Central Library
Free, 11am - 12pm

📣 As a Writer of

Poems: Is DH Lawrence
a Great Poet?
Eastwood Hall Hotel
£32, 10am - 5pm

📖 Write Here:

Sanctuary Showcase
Nottingham Writers’ Studio
Free, 12pm - 3pm

🎤 Kavya Rang: Kavi

♫ Discovery
Southbank City
£8.25, 6.30pm
♫ Everywhere Festival

Stealth
£27.50, 10pm

♫ The Shires
Royal Concert Hall
£20 - £99

🎤 John Hegley

and Andrew
‘MulletProof’ Graves
The Poppy and Pint
£7 - £8, 7pm - 10pm

🎥 The Dreamed Ones
Broadway Cafe Bar
£4.50 - £8.40, 1pm

🌅 Redstart Ramble

👪 BBC Radio

Basket Making
Rufford Country Park
£50, 10am - 4pm

Want more? Check the fortnightly podcasts
and live sessions in the Nusic website.

Nottingham Playhouse
£16, 7.30pm

♫ Jazzie B (Soul II Soul)
Mimm Clothing Shop
£10 - £15, 10pm

🔧 Beginner’s

Your new Notts music tip sheet, as compiled
by Nusic’s Sam Nahirny.

😂 Adam Parsons

Sammelan
White Lion
Free, 3pm - 6pm

Sherwood Forest Country
Park
£5, 7.30am - 10am

NUSIC
BOX

Nottingham’s Big Day Out
Rufford Country Park and
Green’s Windmill
Free, 10am - 4pm

🐥 Meet and Greet
Birds of Prey
St Peters Church
Free, 11am - 4pm

Katie Cooper
‘Delicate’ might seem an odd word to describe music,
but it feels like the most appropriate one to describe
Katie Cooper’s. Not delicate as in if you touch it, it’ll
fall over – more, when you’re listening, you feel a
sense of honesty, both in her voice and in the lyrics,
that feels as if she’s proper opening up to you. On
top of that delicacy, she’s also mastered the craft
of creating a catchy melody. In her Future Session –
which you can watch on YouTube at FeelTheNusic
– she mentioned Taylor Swift as a big influence (plus
her school janitor gospel choir leader). Although you
can deffo see the similarities, she’s used it more as
inspiration and what she produces is as unique as a
snowflake, one that serenades you with lush melodies.
facebook.com/katiecoopermusic

ONGOING STUFF LIKE EXHIBITIONS AND PLAYS AND THAT
🔧 Student

Risograph Workshops
The School of Print
£25 - £25
Mon 27 Mar - Thu 27 Apr

🎨 Oil Painting for

Charity by Al Reed
The West Bridgford
Library Gallery
Free, 9am - 4pm
Wed 22 Mar - Wed 12 Apr

👪 Easter Egg Hunt

Rufford Country Park
£1, 10am - 4.30pm
Sat 1 Apr - Mon 17 Apr

👪 Easter Trail

Sherwood Forest
Country Park
£1, 11am - 3pm
Sat 1 Apr - Mon 17 Apr

🎨 The Place Is Here

Nottingham Contemporary
Free, 10am - 5pm
Sat 1 Apr - Sun 30 Apr

🎨 Wednesday

Walkthroughs
Nottingham Contemporary
Free
Wed 22 Mar - Wed 19 Apr

🎨 Project Lab: Colour and
Shape in Still Life
and Cermaics
Nottingham Castle
Free
Sat 1 Apr - Wed 3 May

🎭 The Grapes of Wrath
Nottingham Playhouse
£8 - £32, 7.45pm
Wed 29 Mar - Sat 8 Apr

🎨 Nine Painters Curated
by Richard Davey
Syson Gallery
Free
Sat 1 Apr - Sat 6 May

🎨 Winifred Nicholson:
Liberation of Colour
Djanogly Art Gallery
Free
Sat 1 Apr - Sun 4 Jun

🎨 Keith Piper: Unearthing
the Banker’s Bones
New Art Exchange
Free
Sat 1 Apr - Sun 11 Jun

🎭 The Curious Incident of
the Dog in the Night-Time
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£16.50 - £33.50
Tue 4 Apr - Sat 15 Apr

🎨 Discovering the

Paintings of Jane Walker
Surface Gallery
Free
Fri 7 Apr - Sat 15 Apr

🎨 You’re Gonna Need
A Bigger Boat
Bonington Gallery
Free, 10am - 5pm
Thu 13 Apr - Fri 19 May

🎨 Threads of Empire: Rule

👪 Community Learning:

🎨 First Rain - Warli

🍴 Beer and Chocolate

and Resistance in Colonial
India, c.1740-1840
Weston Gallery
Free
Thu 13 Apr - Sun 20 Aug

Paintings
The Harley Gallery
Free, 10am - 5pm
Fri 14 Apr - Sun 11 Jun

🎨 Afternoon Tea: Six

Week Slip Casting Course
The Harley Gallery
£120, 2pm - 4pm
Mon 17 Apr - Mon 5 Jun

♫ Tommy

Nottingham Playhouse
£8 - £32
Wed 19 Apr - Sat 29 Apr

🎨 Serendipity by Matthew

Family Crafts and
Outdoor Learning
Arnot Hill Park
Free
Thu 20 Apr - Thu 25 May

Malt Cross
Fri 14 Apr - Sun 30 Apr

🎨 Open Studios

Notts Exhibition
Arnold Library
Free
Mon 24 Apr - Mon 5 Jun

🎭 Joseph and

the Amazing
Technicolor Dreamcoat
Theatre Royal and Royal
Concert Hall
£15 - £34.50
Tue 25 Apr - Sat 29 Apr

Bentley-Walls
West Bridgford
Library Gallery
Free
Wed 19 Apr - Tue 6 Jun

🎭 Wife Begins at 40

🔧 Creative Crafts

🎨 Em-Con 17

🎭 Showstopper! The

🍷 Nottingham

Stapleford Library
Free
Wed 19 Apr - Wed 17 May

Improvised Musical
Royal Concert Hall
£15.50 - £19.50
Thu 20 Apr - Sat 22 Apr

Bonington Theatre
£8 - £8, 7pm - 10pm
Wed 26 Apr - Sat 29 Apr

Motorpoint Arena
£5.60 - £33.60, 10am
Sat 29 Apr - Sun 30 Apr

Loves Cocktails
Various Venues
Mon 24 Apr - Sun 30 Apr

Tony Spark
As one of the founding members of Notts’ SpaceCity
Collective, you may expect Tony Spark’s solo
endeavours to follow the musical norms of the group.
But how wrong you would be, reader. He’s assumed
a new identity for his debut project, Found my Funk
in Space Vol. 1 – a collection of slick tunes that sound
like someone locked a funk band, a nineties hip hop
producer, and a vocalist from the year 2090 in a room.
And this was what they came up with. A bit of an outthere description, but believe us when we say that
it’s incredible. One minute we’re talking futuristic
Frank Ocean vibes. The next, it’s like Kaytranada
partied with an orchestra. It’s so blissfully eclectic,
and downright awesome, we won’t be surprised if he
blows up big time. Probably on a futuristic rocket.
soundcloud.com/tonyspark
Thanks to support from Arts Council England, Nusic
are making some Advice Guide videos and PDFs that
provide the info and tips you need to make a living
doing what you love. Released fortnightly, get them
downloaded and check ‘em all out.
nusic.org.uk/advice
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Rather listen to the tunes on this page than read about ‘em?
Wrap your tabs round Sound Of The Lion, our dedicated
music podcast. If you want your own tunes reviewed and
you’re from Notts, hit up leftlion.co.uk/sendusmusic
Scorzayzee
Illa Scorz
EP (Self-released)
What more can be said about
Nottingham’s rap god? Upon each
release, his music seems to mature
like a fine wine, drifting through mind
and consciousness with a heavy dose
of lyrical astuteness that flows like the
calm yet rigorous waves of the ocean.
This latest venture is possibly his most
challenging and delicate piece of work
yet, with the wordsmith tackling the
heavy yet important issue of mental
health. Right from the off, Scorz hooks us
with that deadly addictive voice on Illa
Thoughtz, complemented by a sedative
guitar riff straight out of Creedence
Clearwater Revival nostalgia. “The
bipolar, Ayatollah, Arizona, wilder loner, Jonah Lomu, clothes line you in a coma” – this type
of vicious wordplay is exactly what puts Scorz above the rest, serving up a concoction of pop
culture references with a bitter taste of realness. In this case, it’s mental wellbeing, a topic
that most rappers wouldn’t touch with a barge pole despite the need to speak out. Illa Soul
and Illa World follow the same literal theme, breaking down the barrier between listener and
artist in such an emotive and progressive manner that it’s hard not to get sentimental. That
airy, crunchy production is beautifully consistent throughout, capturing that rough 12-bit
analogue sound that’s almost become extinct within hip hop. The final track Illa Sigmund
is a blend of soulful disco that glosses over the ears so gracefully in conjunction with the
wonderfully upbeat and positive words of the main man (and also Robin Williams samples).
He’s k-ill-ed it, yet again. Jack Garofalo
scorz.co.uk
Clay Shaped Boy
Social Convenience Vol 1
EP (Parloscope)

Only £7.95

Popping this EP on for the first time, you could easily be fooled
into thinking you’re listening to a four-piece band. In fact, it’s
one very talented lad from Nottingham with a very infectious
voice. With his latest release, Dog is Dead’s former stick
man has created a fresh sound that mixes electronic, indie
and pop; the sort of thing that wouldn’t feel out of place on a
Made in Chelsea advert. From the lead single, Atlas, through
to the final track, Modern Age, Social Convenience showcases
Clay Shaped Boy’s unique, modern and anthemic pop songwriting. Mixing it up on every
track, and with a young and fresh vibe, his musical maturity still manages to ooze through.
However, the most impressive aspect of this EP is that every track leaves you wanting more.
This is Volume 1; bring on Volume 2. Hannah Parker
clayshapedboy.com
Damn Craters
Damn Craters
EP (Self-released)
As anyone with a passing knowledge of the Copenhagen
Interpretation will know, Schrödinger's infamous cat is
simultaneously both dead and alive. Judging from their
Facebook profile, Damn Craters are no strangers to quantum
superposition themselves, “Duke Ellington once said ‘There are
two kinds of music – the good and the bad’. We are neither and
we are both, it’s all subjective.” Perhaps they subscribe to the
many-worlds interpretation of quantum mechanics, but I rather
think they’re just being modest. There may only be three songs coming in at a collective
seventeen minutes of music on this EP, but it’s more than enough to put forward a pretty
compelling case that this particular cat is very much alive. Sounding like a glorious union
of Soundgarden, Black Sabbath and Eddie Vedder at his most agitated. If Fighting in the
Caves of Drach doesn’t wake you up, then I think perhaps you might be dead, observed or
otherwise. Tim Sorrell
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Dark Mother/Shrykull
Split 7”
7” (Vetala Productions)

Slumb Party
Slumb Party
EP (Self-released)

Vinyl doesn’t get much blacker
than this: seven inches of glorious
Nottingham doom and gloom ready
to be thrust into the ears of anyone
who dares listen. Dark Mother’s
Giving Tree is relentless in its
brutalist stomp. The two piece revel
in making wild and cacophonic noise – a heavily layered grinding
riff marches on to oblivion alongside the thunderous cymbal
crash of the drums, on top of which vocalist/guitarist Holly howls
into the sludgy storm as if possessed by wild demons. Whatever
spell they’ve just conjured, it’s worked, as I wish that more songs
were like this. A quick burst of feedback and Shrykull take this
split release deeper into the void. The Black Moon is a real brain
mangler of detuned guitars and growled vocals. This is some
heavy and dirty stuff, but within the murk, Shrykull find a groove
and ride it out with obvious relish. Paul Klotschkow

Four-piece Slumb Party release their
debut EP and it’s full of dark, dirty
post-punk tracks. Opener Factory
wouldn’t have sounded out of place
next to Joy Division on the legendary
A Factory Sample. However, unlike
Joy Division, Slumb Party seem to
have arrived fully formed, their sound
perfectly defined and with more confidence than you usually find in
such a recently new band. Second track, Marks On Your Soul, keeps
the emotional Ian Curtis-esque vocals but has a sexier swagger
with the guitar of Phil Booth-Mo recalling Bernard Butler from the
early Suede records. There are also elements of Gang of Four in the
angular guitar on final track You’re Not The First. A Silver Pyramid
gives each member a showcase, with harmonies from drummer
Jess and a little bass solo as the song brilliantly collapses in on
itself before resolving – “you’re at your limit, so stressed again”.
Indeed. Gav Squires

vetalaproductions.bandcamp.com

slumbparty.bandcamp.com

George Gadd
Better Shape
EP (Self-released)

Vega Bay
What Remains
EP (Self-released)

Usually found fronting noisy emo
types Little Bribes, George Gadd
dials down the fuzz and goes it alone
on this introspective yet punchy
collection of songs. Listening to
Better Shape, it doesn’t come as a
shock that the musician has namechecked the likes of Frank Carter and
Bruce Springsteen as songwriting inspirations, as there is a kind
of earthy sincerity woven throughout these five songs. Milhouse,
driven by a nagging guitar line, sees Gadd singing “I’m running
on empty calories and table scraps/Room temperature beer in
between naps”. In keeping with the homespun and intimate
feel of this EP, Runaway is fleshed out with some lo-fi synth
flourishes, while Ellie Keegan guests to add some harmonies on
the anthemic chorus. Pointing towards another obvious influence,
the intimate Sycamore has something of the Death Cab For Cutie
about it, a mix of subtle electronics and bittersweet guitar.
Paul Klotschkow

We’ve got a knack in the Midlands
for producing some of the world’s
leading indie and rock performers.
Think Kasabian, Electric Light
Orchestra and local lad Jake Bugg.
Now Vega Bay are sliding into that
list with debut EP What Remains.
The release, consisting of songs
What Remains, Drench, Exhaust, Badmash and Sometimes It
Rains, follows a pretty classic indie tone that’s becoming more
popular. The steady drums and inventive guitar playing create a
really engaging product. Vocals from Sam Poyzer are confident and
unique. The four-piece outfit have definitely found a style that suits
them, full of catchy choruses and the perfect compromise between
messy and controlled sounds. I can imagine it making great concert
music, easy to sing along to and energetic enough to jump around
to. Whether the track is slow and thoughtful or high energy, Vega
Bay keep a consistent style throughout. Elizabeth O’Riordan
soundcloud.com/vega-bay

georgegadd.bandcamp.com
One Giant Causeway
Wired
EP (Self-released)

What’s Mahmood
Nottingjam
EP (Self-released)

With so many indie rock bands
knocking about, it can be hard
to stand out from the crowd.
This is one of those brilliant rare
moments. One Giant Causeway
may be predominantly modern
rock, but they also throw it back to
the now almost-retro nineties. Not
unlike Oasis or Blur, there’s a unique voice on top of some gifted
musicians, with songwriting that keeps your ears pricked from the
very start to the very end. Tracks such as Last Night showcase the
band’s ability to create more upbeat, heavy music. However, on
the likes of Lost they prove their versatility with a slower, melodic
vibe. The EP keeps giving, offering you something new with every
beat and refusing to let you turn off. Listening to this, you get the
feeling that they’d be at home at both Glastonbury and Download.
Bands like this simply aren’t easy to come by. Hannah Parker

A wonderful collection of mellow,
dreamy tunes, Nottingjam is the
latest EP from What’s Mahmood that
acts as the perfect continuation of
the group’s stripped back and deeply
personal sound. Much like their
previous EPs, Nottingjam focuses on
raw vocals that are accentuated by subtle instrumentals, creating
a wonderful lazy afternoon feeling. Tracks like C U feel so ambient
that they border on being lullabies, while closing track Sorry That
I Didn’t Stay puts fuzzy guitars centre stage to give the collection a
necessary final kick. Van Goghian Stars proves to be the pick of the
bunch however, upping the tempo of the EP with drunken backing
vocals that allow the lyrics to keep centre stage. Forget what’s
going on in the world of politics, and give yourself a soothing high
by checking out this EP. George Ellis
soundcloud.com/whatsmahmood

soundcloud.com/one-giant-causeway
plUS SpECIAl GUEST

STEVE MASON
Juga-Naut & David ‘Stickman’ Higgins
– 16 Barz In A Bar at Ye Olde Trip
Not content with being (maybe) the
oldest pub in England, Ye Olde Trip To
Jerusalem Scan
U Mnow
M E Rboast
To U another
R 2 017claim
to fame – playing host to this father
PLUS SPECIAL GUEST
and son freestyle tag team. Recorded
to promote the Breakin’ Convention
festival that is going off in May.
Birthrights – Rebirth
FRIDAY
23 JUNE
Cerebral electronic brain tonic

ShERwooD PINES

Moths of Japan – Dream Sequence
Warm housey piano chords give way to
a spectrum of sounds from whispers of
guitar, wubbing bass, and fragmented
vocals. The effect is both woozy and
intoxicating.
Fudge Tunnel – Spanish Fly
Earache have just whacked up the back
catalogue for these late eighties/early
nineties heavy rockers. All of it is a
must-listen, but we’ve gone with this
from the classic Hate Songs In E-Minor.
Frontman Alex Newport would go on to
produce At The Drive-In and Death Cab
For Cutie, among others…

from the talented duo
of CJ Mirra
and Kirk
NR MANSFIELD, NoTTS Spencer,
two of
Notts’ most
Grey Hairs – Capable Man
ollymurs.com M /ollymurs Nfearless
@ollyoFFIcIAl Following
P /ollymurson from January’s Serious
TickeTs: 03000 680400 info: Forestry.gov.uk/musIc
sonic
Business comes this newie, a skronky
explorers.
surfy garage rocker courtesy of a split 7”
with fellow noise-mongers Part Chimp.

Shelter Point – Without A Light
A welcome and lush return from the
duo determined to make the dancefloor
cry. Is that drum fill a Phil Collins
reference? Answers on a postcard.
That Jimmy Person – Algorhythm
The Mansfield house-head has offered
up this lively shoulder-popper as a
freebie via the Lighterworks label.
Grab it nah.
The Idolins – Seasons
‘Whispering’ Bob Harris is a fan. And
you can see why. This is has it
all: majestic harmonies, soaring
strings, a breezy country rhythm,
a guy playing the acoustic
guitar with an EBow, and a bit of
interpretive dance. And that Rob Rosa.
He gets everywhere.

SUN 25 JUNE

SHERWOOD
PINES
NR MANSFIELD, NOTTS

TICKETS: 03000 680400
BUY ONLINE:
FORESTRY.GOV.UK/MUSIC
INFO: ElbOw.CO.UK
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U Canteen

Nothing Compares 2 U

We’re not very good at bringing in sarnies here at LeftLion. With so
many options for a good value lunch just a stone’s throw away, it’s
too easy to avoid the disappointing contents of a Tupperware and a
fun-sized apple.
One of our regular haunts is U Canteen in Hockley. Situated opposite
JamCafe, this small, unpretentious Chinese restaurant is the real
deal. Many Chinese eateries distribute the English version of their
menus to most clientele, and you have to ask for the authentic menu.
The closest equivalent would be finding a Toby Carvery in Shanghai,
but having to insist on ordering from the undisplayed, authentic
English menu. That’s not the case here.
The menu is pretty extensive, with well over 150 options, so it can
help to go with someone who knows how to navigate it. But that’s
less fun. There’s an additional lunch menu (in case 150 options wasn’t
enough) which has a variety of dishes, including roast belly pork,
sweet and sour chicken and char siu pork, served on a bed of rice (£7
each).
If you’re feeling brave, there are plenty of things you can order with
limited descriptive qualities such as ‘special mixed pot’ or the more
obscure ‘jelly fish and smoked hooks’.

Kong/Guangdong regions. I’ve established some habitual dishes,
mostly from the Szechuan area of Central China – the sliced fish in
chilli oil (£8.50) which comes as a huge bowl of broth and oil, with a
base of bean sprouts, topped with soft strips of boneless white fish
and garnished with red chilli, dried bird’s eye chilli, minced garlic
and coriander. It’s got some good heat to it and the liquid is great
poured over steamed rice. The beef version is also excellent.
There are several soup dishes that revolve around the same premise:
noodles immersed in a light broth topped with summat tasty. The
LeftLion favourite is the honey pork noodles (£5.50) – the tasty, thinly
sliced marinated pork fillet is light and slightly sweet (from the honey
element of the marinade) and the broth is lovely and warming.
I always find a buddy to split the salt and pepper beancurd (£5.50)
with as it’s a generous big portion. It’s all about the texture, as the
deep fried nuggets of tofu are crispy on the outside and silken in the
middle – topped with spring onion, chilli and minced garlic.
The place is pretty relaxed, more of a cafe than a restaurant vibe, and
you can eat like an emperor for about a tenner. Ash Dilks
7 Heathcote Street, NG1 3AF. 0115 837 3993.
facebook.com/ucanteen

China is vast, but U Canteen has a good representation of the
numerous regional specialities, leaning slightly towards the Hong

Delilah

My, my, my....

The best way to go with Delilah is to take a pal whose tastebuds
have synchronised with yours and order a couple bits and bobs to
share. First up, some freshly baked bread with olive oil, balsamic and
dukkah (£3.95) to get the owd stomach muscles warmed up. Bread
straight outta the oven is one of life’s most underrated pleasures, and
it just got one hell of an upgrade thanks to that aromatic, spicy-yetsweet dukkah.
Next in line, the Antipasti Platter: feta-stuffed red peppers, balsamic
onions, funghi di muschio, sundried tomatoes, sweet garlic, heavenly
hummus, olive tapenade, grilled artichokes, red almond pesto, mixed
olives and chargrilled bread (£16.95). Sometimes hummus can be a bit
meh – nowt but a smush of chickpeas – but Delilah do it proper. The
red almond pesto is a nutty crunch of flavour, and when combined
with the sweet sundried tomato, becomes a champion bread topper.
Whack a bit of that black olive tapenade on some bread, cut a slice off
the semi-crystallised balsamic onions, and a slither of sweet garlic to
crown, and you’ve got a mouthful of the good stuff.
By now, stomachs were growling in both anticipation and fullness,
but there was no time to dwell as the main events were placed in
front of us. We opted for a couple of salads, the first the Inverawe
Oak Roast Salmon salad (£8.95) with mixed leaves, avocado, radish,
beetroot, red onion, and a lemon and dill dressing. The salmon was
proper meaty, with a sweet, thick dressing. Tangy beetroot shavings

Totally Tapped

Brewty and the Beeston

This little gem has recently set up shop in Beeston, in a prime
location, as buses and trams go past every few minutes. Having
only being around for two to three months, this micropub has made
a noteworthy mark on Nottingham’s map of watering holes. The
atmosphere is charming, the people are friendly, and the charismatic
and upbeat barman was delightfully welcoming.
While it’s small – the floor space is probably equivalent to an average
front room – do not let it fool you. There’s a great range of beverages
to be had. There are a dozen beers – seven on keg and five cask ales –
and, to my glee, the addition of three or four interesting ciders. To the
side of the bar is a wall of shelves brimming with bottles, and beside
this is a fridge of intriguing cans.
To help me with this review, I brought my wise mentor of beer (my
dad) with me. Upon entering, we commented on the simple and
homely decor. The blue carpet and walls were brightened by large
windows, and most of the seating ran along the edge of the walls
to maximise space. Additionally, extra seating took the form of old
casks. Aside from the two gothic-esque images that are painted onto
mirrors, the interior’s not overly quirky.

and crunchy radish made for a varied forkful, and the soft squish of
avocado was a welcome calm.
Recommended by manager Sangita, the second salad was the
Panzanella (£8.95); mixed heritage tomatoes, anchovies, rocket,
balsamic, buffalo mozzarella, all topped with rye bread croutons. A
bread salad should have alarm bells ringing, but the rye bread soaks
up all the juice from the rainbow of tomatoes, anchovies and balsamic
vinegar, turning almost meaty in texture. It’s packed full of flavour,
and with the old favourite mozzarella and tomato duo, you can’t go
wrong.
The salt beef hash (£9.95) is a hangover cure if ever I did see one.
Morcilla, salt beef, swiss chard and salsa brava sit on a bed of fried
potatoes, with a poached egg resting atop. There’s all the necessary
food groups in there, and the salsa brava has a soft heat to it, cooled
quickly by the gooey egg yolk.
We were far too full to even think about pudding, so we stodged our
way around the deli, admiring the meats and cheeses on offer, before
taking a gentle stroll back to the office. Lucy Manning
12 Victoria Street, NG1 2EX. 0115 948 4461
delilahfinefoods.co.uk

constantly chatting to others at the bar, but also left me to quietly
peruse the blackboard and bottles in awe. The seat-to-drink choice
ratio was possibly higher than any other pub in Nottinghamshire.
We started off drinking Hopcraft’s Permanent Revolution (3.8%, £3.20)
which was a hoppy, sharp and refreshing red IPA. Then we changed
course to Bluebee’s Chinook Red (4.7%, £3.20) which in contrast had
a deeper, richer and smoother taste. Then, we had to try Totally
Brewed’s Captain Hopbeard IPA (5.5%, £3.40), with a classically sharp
and rich flavour that lingered.
Merrily, I then moved onto ciders. First was Magpie (6.5%, £3.80)
which was my favourite kind of cider: dry and smooth. However the
sweetness of the Thirsty Farmer (5.5%, £3.80) was not disappointing
at all. As we stumbled home, it was good to know that we had not
cleared half the board.
In all, Totally Tapped is a total must. Mary Dansie
23 Chilwell Rd, Beeston NG9 1EH.
facebook.com/totallybrewed

The atmosphere on a Sunday afternoon was incredibly relaxed. What
made it better was the crowd and the intimacy of the room. To my
left sat a lady knitting as she nursed a cider, and on my right was
another reading with a dog at her feet. The barman was on top form;
leftlion.co.uk/issue88 45

Aries (21 Mar – 20 Apr)
If you were asked to describe yourself, ‘committed’ might
not be the first word you’d use. Your local mental health
representatives, however, are about to prove you wrong.

Leo (24 July – 23 Aug)
While you have to admit that you’re sleeping better than
ever, it is a little unpleasant to wake up each morning with a
blowgun dart in your neck.

Taurus (21 Apr – 21 May)
Jupiter is in the descent of Saturn which signals a job
promotion in the days to come. Although we should probably
be telling your colleague Steve about this, not you.

Virgo (24 Aug – 23 Sept)
Despite the offer of world peace, millions of pounds and
happiness forever, do you still really want to choose the box
with the question mark on it?

Gemini (22 May – 22 June)
Although you’ve always enjoyed the idea of flying by the
seat of your pants, it’s a lot more practical to book yersen
onto a cheap airline from East Mids.

Libra (24 Sept – 23 Oct)
An old phrase will be proven wrong this week, when bad
things come to you in one-hundred-and-seventeens.

Cancer (23 June – 23 July)
The deep throbbing inside your head will finally come to a
halt this week, signalling the end of the parasite’s
gestation period.

Scorpio (24 Oct – 22 Nov)
Don’t rely on your network of friends this month. At least
three of them will turn out to be racist. The rest are – who are
we kidding – you don’t have more than three friends.

Sagittarius (23 Nov – 22 Dec)
A chill has descended on a romantic relationship. It might be
time to take your new squeeze out of the freezer for a bit.
Capricorn (Dec 23 – Jan 19)
We’ve looked in the box, but there’s nothing coming up. This
week you are completely in control of your own destiny.
Aquarius (20 Jan – 19 Feb)
The alignment of our stars this week can only mean one
thing: you are looking at a highly simplified two-dimensional
model of our solar system.
Pisces (20 Feb – 20 Mar)
Once all the sheep are rounded up, the Ukranian tourists are
extradited, and the marshmallow trucks are returned, you’ll
have to admit that you never saw that one coming.

STEPS

‘TEMPREH STEPS

Number: Five

Number: Loads

Ar tistic Quality:
Questionable
Peak: Two UK number
Moves: Tragic
Reformed: 2011, 2017

ones

Ar tistic Quality: Top
dollar
for no dollar
Peak: The top
Moves: Tumbling
Reformed: 2009
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WHEN 1,200 ARTISTS
AND DESIGNERS EXHIBIT
TOGETHER, AMAZING
THINGS HAPPEN…

Visit for free: 3 – 10 June
Nottingham Trent University, City Campus
Industry preview launch: 2 June
Catwalk events: 24 – 25 May
All information:
www.ntu.ac.uk/degreeshow2017
Get involved with #NTUdegreeshow

@ntuartanddesign

@ntuart

